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1. INTRODUCTION
Sandja Naljonal Laboratories
The U.S. Depa"ment of Energy (DOE) is performing a DOE-wide t'rogrammatic
evaluation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) management alternatives in order to determine the

Manzano Storage Struclures

appropriate means of managing ellisting and projccted quantities of SNF from now until the year

Annular Core Research Reactor

2035. At the same time. the DOE is performing a site-specific assessment of the Idaho National

Sandia Pulse Reactor \I a.ld III and Critical Assembly

Engineering Laboratory (INEl) in order to determine how to manage environmental restoration.

Hot Cell Facility

waste management. and SNF at the INEL Sites currently involved with the management of

Special Nuclear Materials Storage Facility

major fractions of DOE SNF (i.e .• the Hanford Site. Savannah River Site. and INEl). alternative
sites helDg analyzed for management of SNF (Oak Ridge Reservation and Nevada Test Site). and

Neonne Natjonal Laboratorv - East

sites involved with management of SNF from Naval Reactors are addressed in separate
Alpha-Gamma Hot Cell

appendixes to this volume of the environmental impact statement (EIS).

Chicago Pile 5
This appendix addresses other DOE sites and locations which currently generate and
manage small quantities of SNf. These facilities arc presently storing andlor generating. in mo.t

In addition. the DOE has title to SNF from university and other domestic rcsca. : h

<ases. relatively small quantities of SNF which the DOE has taken title to. has possession of. or

reactors. These facilities arc identifted and data provided on both the quantity of

will take possession of at sometime in the future. These facilities. referred to in this document as

spent fuel in storage and estimates of the future generation rate of SNF at these

'originating sites," include the following:

facilities. However. rather than address each of these university and other research
reactor facilities individually. representalive facilities will be used when addressing
specific topics related to facilities. the SNF. or projected environmental impac\.S

DOE. University. and Other Research and Test Reactors

associated with the various fucl management alternatives.
The following DOE facilities arc addressed in this appendix:
Commercial Power Reae!of Fuels
Brookhaven NatjonalLaboratories
The DOE has possession of 125 spent nuclear fucl assemblies and 20 complete or
sectioned spent nuclear fucl rods from various nuclear power plants that _re to be

High Au>< Beam Reactor

used to suppo" DOE-sponsored research and development programs. This SNF is

Brookhaven Medical Research Reactor

currently in Slorage at either the West Valley Demonstration Projcct in West Valley.
New York. or the B&W lynchburg Techl1Ology Center in Campbell County. Virginia.

lm..,AIamos NatjonalLaboratorv
Omega West Reactor

In addition. according to the terms of a three-party agreement be_n the Public

Chemistry-Metallurgy Research Facility

Services Company of Colorado. General Atomics. and the Atomic Energy Commission.

I-I
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the DOE has a commitmcnt to provide dry storaJC at the INEL for cight segments of
Fon SI. Vrain spent fuel (approximatcly 1.920 spent fuel elements). Thrcc segments

space and adequate funding are available and expansion is appw.ed throulh the NRC liccnsin&

proa.'SS.

of this SNF have heen shipped to the INEL: the other five are currently being stored
at the Fon SI. Vrain sitc.

In the case

or the West VaUcy Demonstration Project. the SNF is currently beinlstored in
or SNF at tbis site would require

accordance with the applicable DOE Orders. Extcnded storace
The DOE also has poISCSSion of other commcrcial SNF. includinlthat from the

Arkansas. Calvcn Oiffs. Connecticut Ya.lkcc. Consolidated Edison. Cooper. Dresden.
H. B. Robinson. Monticello. Oconee. Peach Bollom. Point Beach. Quad Cities. Saxton.
ShippinlPOfl. Surry. and Three Mile Island reactors. These represent very smaU
quantities

or SNF and are currently stored at the Hanford Site. INEL SRS. Naval

CODItRlClion of a concn:te pad for a dry storace facility. However. the DOE has cntered into an
acreement"'ith the New York State Ener&)' Research a.!d Developmcnt Authority (NYSERDA
and DOE 1986) to remove all SNF from the West Valley Demonstration Project. An extension
to the schedule for removal of SNF has been requested by DOE and the alfCClllcnt with the
state is beinl renegotiated.

Reactor Facitity at the INEL or the ORR. This commcrcial SNF is addressed in the
correspondinl appendix for each of these sites and is not discuucd in dctail in this
appendix.

The other alternati>a. which involYe the shipmcnt of the SNF from the site at which it is

generated to one or more DOE SNF interim storaJC facilities, reflect the current mode

or SNF

manaJCmcnt at the JCDCratinl facilities. Even though the sclcc:tion of a site where SNF may be
Spent nuclear fuel from commercial ~ reactors which is cuncntly at commercial
reactor sites will faU under the purview or the DOE's otrICC

or Civilian Radioactive

transported and stored may be difTercnt than the current planninl basis, shipment 10 a different
location docs not impact the facility or site at which the SNF is JCDCrated.

Waste Manaacmcnt and is outside the scope of tbis EIS.
Section 2 of this appendix presents a description
Although these facilities representsmaU sources of SNF. an evaluation has been conducted
in order 10 consider the impacts at these oriptinlSites alonl with the cumulative impacts of
manaJCmcnt

or aU DOE SNF.

test and experimental reactors; domestic research reacton; and nuclear power reactor spent fuel.
Section 3 presents summary clcscriptions or the potcntiaUy affected environmcnts for the three

r_ SNF manaacment alternatives bein& evaluated (Volumc I. Chapter 3). only the
two alternatives that preclude tbc shipment or SNF (Alternative 1 - No Action and Alternative 2
Of the

c:ateCOries. and Section 4 clcscribcs the environmcntal

stored onsite. Implementation

or fuel permitted to be

or the No Action Alternative could mean that somc or the

facilities with limited SNF storaJC capacity would have 10 shut down. The implCt on somc
facilities would be the need 10 _
continue IIfc operation. E:lpanaion

additional onsite SNF storalc capacity in order to

or SNF IIOraJC capacity is only viable provided adequate

1-3
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of SNF manaacment

cannot be avoided in Section 6. and irreversible and irretrievable commitments in Section 7.

acncratin& SNF haYe limited IIOraJC capacitia, and/or the facility IiccIllC from

the U.S. Nuclear RcpIaIOly Commission (NRC) may limit the quantity

COIIICqUCfICCI

alternatives at these sites. Cumulative impacts are presented in Section S. adverse impacts that

- Decentralization) have a definable impact on the sites and facilities discuucd in tbis appendix.
Several facilities

or SNF manaJCment at the oripnatinl

sites. includin& an oveMcw of the types and invcntorica for SNF in three major c:ateJOCia: DOE
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2. SNF MANAGEMENT AT ORIGINATlN\; SITES

The SNFs addressed in this appendix

~re

of varying sizes and design configurations. In

general. nuclear fuel consists of an assembly of structural components. such as plates or ho lluw

2.1 Overview of SNF Types. Inventories. and Generation Rates

rods. containing rlSSionable material. The fucl may be in the form of mctalnr a compound (e.g ..
nxide. ca rbide. nitride) and may vary in the degree of enrichment of the uranium -235 isotope.

This appendix addresses the management of SNF at originating sites. defined as DOE tLost

The

SlrU l:1 Ural

matt.!rials may be aluminum . siainlcss steel. zirconium allo)'. or ot her material such

and experimental reactors. domestic research rcactvrs. a nd certain nuclear power plant svent

as cera mics. They form a barrier iSOlating the fucl (and rlSSion products) from the reactor

fuels now in storage. Specific discussions of the various sites arc provided in following sections.

coolant or storage facility environment as well as providing structural support for maintaining the
geometry of the fuel. The components are arranged into a specific geometric configuration

DOE experjmental reactor} and small-9uantjty storage: These reactors and SNF

determined by the type of reactor and desired performance. This assembly of fuel-bearing

storage facilities are located on DOE-owned sites. such as Brookhaven National

components is referred to as a "fuel element" (also referred to in tbe nuclear industry as a fuel

Laboratory. !.os Alamos National Laboratory. and Sandia National Laboratories.

assembly).

These sites host a variety of research and development or production activities. which
may include test or experimental reactors and storage of small quantities of SNF. in

For each of the major facility categories. the following subsections provide detail! on the
quantities of SNF currently in storage and the quantities of additional SNF expected to be

different areas of the site.

produced by the end of the year 2035.

Domestic research reactors: The greatest variations in site characteristics arc those
associated with research reactors. Most sites arc at colleges or universities. However.

2 .1.1 DOE

Exp.';m.n~

R.ector. end 8m"-Ouentlty 8tor.ge

a few of them are sited at government and industrial facilities.
The Brookhaven National Laboratory_ !.os Alamos National Laboratory. and Sandia
Nuclear power plant IpeDl fuel: The S: j f in this category is not located at currently

Nationa l Laboratories use test and experimental reactors for research and for small-scale

operating nuclear reactor facilities. The facilities housing the subject SNF are located

production of medical and other specilic isotopes. In addition. small quantities of SNF arc

at the following sites: I) the former West Valley fucl reprocessing site. 2) the

currently in storage at these sites as well as at Argonne National LabolatOry - East. The amount

shutdown Fort SI. Vrain nuclear power plant site (currently undergoing

of SNF generated by these facilities. the amount expected to be generated through the year 2035 .

decommissioning). and 3) a rommercial research laboratory (B&W Lynchburg

and accommodations being undertaken at the present time to store the SNF located at these

Technology Center) located on a large rural site. The DOE also has possession of

facilities are discussed in the following sections.

other commercial SNF. including that from the Arkansas. Calvert Cliffs. Connecticut
Yankee. Consoli ~ ated Edison. Cooper. Dresden H. B. Robinson. Monticello. Oconee.

2_, _,_ 1 tIIooItJM_

IU,.,.,

~twy_

Peach Bottom . Point Beach. Quad Cities. Saxton. Shippingport. Surry. and Thrcc Mile
Island reactors. These represent very small quantities of SNF and arc currently stored

2 _1. 1.2. 1 HIgh

Flux""'" RNC:tw-By mid-l995 there are projected to be 937

at the Hanford Site. INEL SRS. Naval Reactors Facility at the INEL or the ORR.

High Aux Beam Reactor elements (0.241 M1lfM) in the reactor or in onsite wet storage. A

This commercial SNF is aJdrcsscd in the corresponding appendix for each of these

tota l of 5.600 additional SNF elements (1.498 M1l-IM) arc predicted to be produced if the

sites and is not discussed further in this appendix.

reactor continues operation through the )-ear 2035 (Wichmann 1995a).

2-1
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,:.

2. 7. 7. 7.2 Ikook!YIIM M«Mt:.1 R_n:h RNC_- The Brookhaven Iv'edical

The Sandia National Laboratories co nt, in five SNF storage faciliti", : the Manzano Storage

Research Reactor is operating at the present time and has 36 elements (0.0034 MTHM) in the

Structures. the Annular Cor.' Research Reactor Facility. the Sandia Pulse Reactor Facility. the

reactor or in onsite wet storage. Thirty· two additional SNF elements (0.0028 MTHM) are

Hot Cell Facility. and the Special Nuclear Materials storage facility (DOE I 993b).

expected to be produced by the year 2035 (Wichmann

199~a).

2. 1. 7. 3. 7 ~nz.no Ston". StnJetrxes- The Manzano Storage Structur", arc
reinforced concrete bunkers located in the southeast ponio n o f Kinland Air Force Base. Until
recently. when Sandia National Laboratories took responsibility for the site. the Manzano

2.7.7.2. 7 0",... Wat R_ _ - The Omega West Reactor has been permanently

facilities were o perated and maintained by the Department of Defense. The Sandia National

shut doWl'. This reactor is being decommissioned. There are no elements in the reactor. and all

Laborato ries currentl), usc four structures for dry storage of reactor· irradiated nuclear material

of the 86 elements (0.014 MTHM) are in temporary dry storage at the Chemistry and Metallurgy

(DOE 1993b). There is a total of 0.025 metric tons of heavy meta i (MTHM) of SNF in storage

Research Complex (Wichmann 1995a).

at this facility (Wichmann 1995a).

Additional reactor sites and critical facilities that are pan of the Los Alamos National
Laboratory are listed below. Each contains some radioactive and fISSionable materials but does
not routinely produce SNF (ANS 1988):

2 . 7. 7.3.7

Ann,., C_ R._n:h R_ _ -

The Annular Core Research Reactor is

a pool. type research reactor capable of steady·state. pulse. and tailored transient operation. The
Annula r Core Research Reactor facility includes the reactor pool. one safe. and eight dry noor
storage vaults. all located in the high·bay of Building 6588. The eight storage vaults on the high·

Big Ten Critical Assembly

ba)' noor arc used to securely store irradiated experiments containing a variety of nuclear

Fast Burst R"actor • GODIVA

materials. but principally U ·235. Materials from only three expe.;ments containing reactor

Fast Burst Reactor· SI: UA

irradiated nuclear materials arc stored at the Annular Core Research Reactor (DOE 1993b).

Aanop Critical Assembly

There arc a total of 438 clements plus uranium from three experiments (for a total of

General Purpose Critical Assembly· COMET

0.04 MTH:-.t) in usc or storage at these facilities (Wichmann 1995a).

General Purpose Critical Assembly· HONEYCOMB
General Purpose Critical Assembly . PlANET

In addition. DOE is considering using the Annular Core Research Reactor for production of

G eneral Purpose Critical Assembly - VENUS

molybdenum·99. If the molybdenum .99 produLtion mission is assigned to the Annular Core

General Purpose Critical Assembly Machine

Research Reactor. the current reactor fue: would likely be removed and would need to be Mo red

Solution High Energy Burst Assembly

at the start

2.7.7.3 s.ndM ,*titNJM ~trIriN. The Sandia National Llboratory reactors operate
as needed on a low duty cycle. so the fISSion product inventories remain low and the fuel loading

cr. or ...ithin a few years of staning. operation (SNL 1994).

2. 7. 7.3.3 s.ntR. PuIM R_ _ II.nd III• .ntJ CrltJcM ~- Three reactors
arc in operation at the Sandia Pulse Reactor facility: Sandia Pulse Reactor 11 and Sandia Pulse

lasts for the life of the reactor. eliminating routine generation of spent fuel. Hence. except for a

Reactor III arc unmoderated. fast-burst reactors capable of pulsed and steady-state operation.

few broken plates that are in storage. the SNF at Sandia National Llboratories is still in usc in

The Critical Assembly is a small. water-moderated reactor used to perform measurements of key

the reactors (DOE 1993d).

reactor parameters to benchmark the computer calculations and thereby refine the designs for a

2-3
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planned -,pace propulsion reactor. The ya rd storage holes arc 19 stainless,sleel types localed in a

Breeder Reactor fuel. one canister containing remnants of commercial SNF. and 16 SNF

corner o f Ihe Sandia Pulse Reactor compound. These lUbes arc surrounded by a high·densily

clements fnlm Oak Ridge (for a total of O.OS I Mll-IM) in storage (Wichmann 1995a).

cuncn:tc monolith. The yard holes arc used to securely store irradiated experiments containing a
variety of nuclear malerials. but principally U·235. All of Ihe materials remain in their own

The Chicago Pile 5 Building houses a heavy·water. moderated reactor whose fuel has been

conlainers. some of which consisl of double containment. At the Special Nuclear Mate rial dry

removed and Shipped offsite. Currently. the Chicago Pile 5 is in the process of being

storo ge facility. Sandia National laboratories stores previously failed fuel elements from Sandia

decontaminated and decommissioned and contains only two highly e nriched uranium targel (i.e ..

Pulse Reaclor II a nd clements from experiments thai have been exposed to short irradiation

converter) clements (DOE 1993d).

pc n<>Js (DOE 1993b). There are a total of 43 clements (with a total of 0.37 Mll-IM) of SI'F in
use or storage at these facilities (Wichmann 1995a).

2.1 .2 Dom••tic Lic.n..d R....rch R••ctor.

FUlure plans include bringing on· line an additional pulse r'.actor named Sandia Pulse
Reactor 111M. With this new reactor. a total of three pulse reactors would be located at Sandi.
National laboratories' Technical Area V.

Table 2.1· 1 identifies 57 non·DOE facilities representing domestic. licensed. small
generators of SNF (NRC 1993a; ANS 1988). They include training. research. and test reactors at
universities. commercial establishments. and several government installations; all but one
(McClellan Air Force Base) have been licensed by the NRC. Although they are not DOE

2 . 1. 1.3.4 llot C. . FM:IIty- The Hot Cell Facility at Sandia National laboratories is

a no'U'eactor nuclear facility housed in Building 6580 in Technical Area V. Research programs

facilities. DOE has title to .he SNF and has the res""nsibility for interim storage and ultimate
disposition.

at Sandia National laboratories .. material studies. fuel studies. and safety studies .. require that
experiments containing radioactive materials be assembled and/or disassembled. samples
prepared. and microscopic and chemical analyses performed. The principal storage facility fo r
Ihe Hot Cell Facility

IS

Room lOS. which is a heavily shielded room used previously as a

preparation room next to the irradiation room of the Sandia Engineering Reactor. which has

In order to assess their SNF management capabilities. tbese 57 facilities have been
identified as belonging to one of three categories. These categories identify the key
characleristics of a facility relevant to the assessment of DOE· postulated SNF alternatives. The
three categories arc:

been defueled. There are a series of 13 storage holes under the Hot Cell Facility Monorail thai
arc available to store irradiated material coming into or out of Ihe Hot Cell Facility. Only one of

Category 1 . Facilities that have limited onsite storage capacity compared to the

the holes is currently in use. The other areas of the Hot Cell Facility arc used for storing minor

amount of SNF projected to be generated at their facility by the year 2035

amounts of material (DOE 1993b) There is a total of 0.009 Mll-IM of SNF in storage at this
facility (Wichmann 1995a).

2. 1. 1.4 Arponne

'~tJotyl

Category 2 • Facilities that do not routinely generate additional SNF

L;JlIon/tory . &.t. The Alpha.Gamma Hot Cell Facility.

Category 3 . Facilities that no longer possess SNF onsite.

operated by Ihe Male rials Science Division. consists of a concrete·shielded. low·now ine rl ·
almosphere complex that was designed for the examination of irradiated plutonium futl

The category for each facility is identified in Table 21·\.

asse mblies and related hardware (DOE 1993d). There are a total of four units of Experimental

2·5
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Table 2.1-1. Domestic non-DOE research reactors.
u ccnsee
location

Reactor type

Table 2.1-1.
NRC Docket no.

Category

(continu~d).

Licensee
location

R~actor

:\f{C Docket no.

type

Categu!)'

~1cClelian

Air Force Ba.e
~lcCldlan. CA

SNRS

None

\Ianhattan ColIl·gc
Riverdale. NY

Tank-ZPR

50-199

~1a"achusctlS

Institute
of Technology
Cambridge. MA

Research HW

50-10

:>1.5. Savannah
\Iount Pleasant. SC

PWR

SO-238

NASA Plum Brook
Sandusky. OH

NASA Tr. Tank

50-185

:-Iational Institute of
Standards and
Technology (NISn
Gaithersburg. MD

Test

50-184

:-Iorth Carolina State U.
Raleigh. NC

Pulstar

50.297

2

2

50-ISO

2

2

Ohio State University
Columbus. OH

Pool

50-97

50-243

2

50-264

2

Oregon State University
Corvallis. OR

TRIG A

TRIGA

50-5

2

TRIGA Mark I

50.89

2

Penn State University
University Park. PA

TRIGA

General Atomics
San Diego. CA

50-182

2

TRIGA Mark F

50-163

2

Purdue University
West Lafayette. IN

Lockheed

General Atomics
San Diego. CA

Reed College
Portland. OR

TRIGA

50-288

2

General Electric Co.
Pleasanton. CA

NTR

50-73

Critical Assembly

50-ill

2

Georgia Institute of
Technology
Atlanta. GA

Research HW

50-160

2

Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute
Troy. NY

Pool

50-193

Idaho State University
Pocatello. ID

AGN-201

50-284

2

Rhode Island Atomic
Energy Commission
Narragansett. RI

50-57

MTR-IO Pool

50-116

2

State Univ. of New York
Buffalo
Buffalo. NY

Pulstar

Iowa State University
Ames. 1A
Kansas State University
Manhattan. KS

TRIGA

50.188

Texas A&M University
COllege Station. TX

AGN-20l

50-59

Aerotest
San Ramon. CA

llUGA (Indus)

50-228

2

Arkansa. Tech Univ.
Russellville. AR

TRIGA

50-606

2

Ar,.,ed Forces
Radiobiology Research
Institute (AFRRI)
Bethesda. MD

TRIGA

50-170

Brigham Young Univ.
Provo. UT

L-77

50-262

Catholic University
Washington. DC

AGN-201

50-77

Cintichem. Inc.
Tuxedo. NY

Pool

50-54

3

Cornell University
Ithaca. NY

TRIGA

50-157

Cornell University
Ithaca. NY

ZPR

Dow Chemical Company
Midland. MI

2-7
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Table 2.1·1 . (continued).
Licensee
location

Table 2.1·1 . (continued).
Reactor type

NRC Docket no.

Texas A&M University
College Station. TX

TRIGA

50·128

U.S. Geological Survey
Denver. CO

TRIGA

University of Arizona
Tucson. AZ

Category
I

Licensee
location

Reacto r type

NRC Docket no.

Categury

University of Utah
Salt Lake City. UT

TRIGA

50·407

50·274

University of Virginia
Charlollcsville. VA

Pool

50·62

TRIGA

50·113

University of Washington
Seallie. WA

Argonaut

50-139

3

University of California
at Berkeley
Berkeley. CA

TRIGA

50-224

University of Wisconsin
Madison. WI

TRIGA

50-156

2

University of California
at Irvine
Irvine. CA

TRIC,A

50-326

Vete rans Admin. Medical
Center
Omaha. NE

TRIGA

50-131

2

University of California
at Los Angeles
Los Angeles. CA

Educator

50·142

Washington State U.
Pullman. WA

TRIGA

50-27

2

50-47

3

Argonaut

50·83

Watenown Army
Materials Research
Reactor
Watenown. MA

Pool

University of Aorida
Gain",ville. FL
University of Illinois
Urbana.IL

LOPRA

50-356

50-22

Lockheed

50-148

Westinghouse Zion
Training Reactor
Pittsburgh. PA

'!i.Tank

University of Kansas
Lawrence. KS

50-134

TRIGA

50-166

2

Worcester Polytechnic
Institute
Worcester. MA

Pool

University of Maryland
College Park. MD
University of Mass.
at Lowell
Lowell. MA

GE Pool

50-223

2

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor. MI

Pool

50-2

University of Missouri
Columbia
Columbia. MO

Tank

50-186

University of Missouri
Rolla
Rolla. MO

Pool

50-123

2

University of New
Mexico
Albuquerque. NM

AGN-201

50-252

2

Unive",.y of Texas
Austin. TX

TRIGA· Marlc II

50-602

2

2·9
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2.1.2.1 RNCton with Limited Ston". Ca/lftity. The sitcs in Category I have limited

Table 1.1-2. Category I projected SNF inventories.'

storage capacity when compared to the amount of SNF that is projected to be generated by 2035.
Table 2.1·2 lists the projected inventory as of June I. 1995 with the corresponding MTIPd at

Licensee
location

To reduce the risk of theft or diversion of highly enriched uranium fuel and the
consequences to public health. safety. and the environment from surh theft or diversion. the NRC
has imposeJ limitations on the use of highly enriched uranium fuel in domestic nonpower
reactors. Unless the NRC has determined that the nonpower reactor has a unique purpose
requiring the use of high enriched uranium fuel. each licensee will replace all highly enriched
uramum fuel in its possession with available low enriched uranium fuel acceptable to the
Commission. If federal government funding for conversion is not available. the conversion from
high enriched uranium fuel to low enriched uranium fuel may be deferred on an annual basis. A
number of domestic research reactors are in the process of converting from highly enriched
uranium fuel to low enriched uranium fuel.

2.1.2.2 RNCton tIIIIth SuffIcIent Ston". Ca/lftity. Licensed domestic research reactor
sites with sufficient SNf' storage capacity are listed in Table 2.1-3. These Category 2 sites include
operating facilities with low fuel burnup rates. where the amount of SNf' generated is not
cxpecteJ to exceed the current onsite storage capacity. Some Category 2 sites are also
converting from highly enriched uranium fuel to low enriched uranium fuel but have sufficient
capacity to store this additional SNF onsite.

The projected inventory at each reactor site as of June I. 1995 and the corresponding
MTIJM are presented in Table 2.1-3. 'The amount of SNF that is projected to be generated

Future increases
through 2035

Elements

MTIJM

Elements

MTIJM

Kansas State University
Manhattan. KS

107

0.020

140

0.027

Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
Cambridge. MA

66

0.021

480

0.150

186

0.04

1.160

0.300

Rhode Island
Atomic Energy
Commission
Narragansett. RI

57

0.030

160

0.222

State University of
New York - Buffalo
Buffalo. NY

25

0.493

5

0.100

Texas A&M (TRIGA)
College Station. TX

1£6

0.030

378

0.060

U.S. Geological Survey
Denver. CO

161

0.032

39

O.:JIO

University of Illinois
Urbana.IL

198

0.037

313

0.59

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor. MI

\03

0.072

480

0.400

University of Missouri
Columbia. MO

82

0.055

1.040

0.700

University of Virginia
Charlottesville. V A

65

0.066

60

0.210

each of the Category 1 sites . . Assuming continuing operation of each reactor. the projected
amount of additional SNF that would be generated through 2035 is also provided in Table 2.1·2.

Inventory
as of June I. 1995

National Institute of
Standards and
Technology
Gaithersburg. MD

through the year 2035 is also listed in Table 2.1 -3.
a. Source: Wichmann 1995a.

2. 1.2.3 RNCton

~

SNF"".,.. The licensed domeslic research reactors that are

no longer operating and have shipped all SNF offsite are identified as Category 3 in Table 2.1-1.

Note:

Projected inventory as of June I. 1995 is 0.896 MTHM.
Projected additional SNF generated through 2035 is 2.76') MTIJM.

These sites either have been decommissioned or are in the process of decommissioning. Some of
the facilities have been decontaminated. although they may not have been completely dismantled.

2·11
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Table 1.1-3. Category 2 p rojected SNF inven tories.'
Invcnlot)'

licensee
locallon
A crou:$I

Table 1.1-3. (continued).
Future Increase

as of June I. 1995

Elements

MTIlM

91

0.015

0

0.018

0.023

Comc:II UntvenllY (Zl'R)
Ithaca. NY

814'

1.7'

0

Dow Chemical Company

710

78

0.014

0

263

0.OS8

20

0.143

0.081

0.0015

113

0.021

UnIVersity of Aonda
Ga lncSV1l1c. Fl.

23

0.04

22

0.172

U na..-ersny of M aryland

93

0.016

93

0.016

Unlvcl'Slty of Mass. lowell
Lowell . MA

26

0.004

26

0.100

0.016

UnI\'Cr5It)' of M i5lOUn

56

0.269

0

9'

0.004'

Unlvcnny of Tcus
,\ustln, TX

154

0.029

U nlvcrslty of Utah
Sail take City. UT

139

0.026

228

0.039

56

0.001

215

0.037

27

0.022

Rol la . MO

GE Nuclear Tell Reactor
Plesanlon. CA

0.008

Un.YeBIty of New Mellco

0

Albuquelo .JC:. NM
0.030

120

Idaho Stale UnMnity
Pocatcllo, 10

SO
9'

0.011'

0

Iowa Slate University

27

0.024

0

0.101

Atlanta. GA

Unhterslty or WiJCOCllln

Nne., IA

0

0

Madison, WI

McOclian Air Forcc 8uc
McOellan. CA

90

0.015

0

Manhattan CollcF

17'

0.019'

0

34

0.428

2S

2A
and
6311'

0.021

96

0.017

96

0.060

175

0.041

40

0.009

Vctcrans Admin. Medical
Centcr
0

Omaha , NE

0.315

Wa5tunston Slale Univ.
Pullman, WA

Rtverdale . NY
North Carolina State U.
Ralelgh.NC

Ohio State UnMrsary
Columbus. OH
S~le

MTllM

0.011

Col lege Park. MD

Midland. MI

0"10"

Ihrough 2035

Elerncnts

I",oe , CA
123

Georlia Institute: of TcchnolOl)'

MTIlM

97

AnZOOi:6

Unl..-ef'Slty of CallforOia Irvme

Belhesda. MD

General AtonucsSan o.elO. CA

Elements

Te .... A&M . AON ·201
Unlvcrslty of
T"""",. AZ.

95

Rncarch (mll,ute:
Cornell UruvenllY (TlUOA)
Ithaca. NY

locallon

as of June I, 1995

College: 5lallon. nc:

Arkansas TeCh. Unlv.
RUS6eIlVilie . AR
Armed Forces Ra(hobtotol)'

l lccmce

MTltM

San Ramon. CA

Future mcrease

Im't:nlOf)'

Ihrough 2035

Elements

UnMnity

Worcester Polytcchnlc Institulc
Worcestcr. MA

O.OSI

b. Fuel pins. not reaclC,.. auembUes.
c. Reactor scheduled to shut ck:Jwn in 1998.

Univenity Plrt. PA
Purdue UnMnity
West tal.yeue. '1'1

13

0.002

13

Reed College
Portland, OR

67

0.Ot3

0

0.388'

0

Rens.sclaer Potylechnic Institute'

112

a. Source: Wichmann 1995a and Wichmann 1995b.

CoMIlis, OR

Pennsylvania State Univ.

0

597'

0.063

Note:
0

Troy , NY

2-\3
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d. Contact-handled fueUtarFts (i.e., with radiation levels low enough 10 permit handlin, without
weldin, or remole operadons). even IhouJh sUatuly irradiated. are DOl included as SNF.
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The projecled inventory as or June 1. 1995 is expected to t..e 1.323 MlllM and the
approaima te total ror the additional SNF pro,ccted to be generated through 2035 is 1.054
MllfM. Numbers may not Sl.!m due to roundina.
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The SNF that originated at these sites has either been reprocessed or is stored and accountcd for
at DOE storage facilities.

2 . 1.3.2 Fon St. Vr.in. Fo rt SI. Vrain. a 330 MWc (Megawat. electric) high· te mperaturc.
gas-cooled reactor power plan' went into operation in January 1979 and terminatcd commercial

operation in August 1989. It is currently undergoing dccommissioning (FSV 199Oa: NRC 1991a).

2.1.3 Nucle.r Power PI.nt Spent Nucle.r Fuel
Prior to August 1989 a three·party agreement was reached between the Public Services
This subsection addresses spent nuclear power plant fuel that DOE has possession of or will

Company of Colorado (the owner of Fort St. Vrain). General Atomics (the reactor develo per).

take possession of sometime in the future. Currently this fuel is in storage at one of three sites:

and the DOE th at called for the DOE to ta ke possession of eight segments of approximatciy 240

the West Valley Demonstration Project. the Fort SI. Vrain nuclear power plant site. and the

SNF clements each of SNF from the Fo rt SI. Vrain for dry storage at the INEL SNF from the

B&W lynchburg Technology Center in lynchburg. Virginia. In all cases. no new additional SNF

Fort SI. Vrain had been shipp<.-d to the INEl when a court action was initiated by the state of

is being or will be added to existing SNF inventones.

Idaho to Stop any additional shipment of SNF to INEL

2. 1.3. 1 Wat V...,

o-.rr.t/on ~t.

The West Valley Demonstration Project is

louted on the site of the first U.S. commercial nuclear fuel repr0CCS5ing pla'lt. which was
operated by Nuclear Fuel Services. Inc .. until 1972 (WVNS 1994).

In an effort to facilitate the continued decommissioning of the Fort St. Vrain station. the
Public Services Company of Colorado has decided to store the Fort St. Vrain's SNF in a modular
va ult dry storage systr n. which is a reinforced concrete and sheathed steel frame building located
on the Fort St. Vrain site immediately adjacent to but outside the fence around the Fort St.

Nuclear Fuel Services. Inc.. shut down the reprocessing facility in 1972 in order to
implement modifications for the purpose of increasing the facility's capacity. From 1973 to 1975
Nuclear Fuel Services. Inc.• continued to

acce~l

a total of 750 SNF elements. However. in 1976.

it withdrew from the repr0CCS5ing business (WVNS 1994).

Vrain site. The modular vault dry storage system. designed to house 1.482 high·temperature. gas·
cooled rear.tor SNF elements. 6 neutron source elements. and 37 keyed top reflector elements.
became operat o nal in late 1991 (FSV 199Oa). There are 1.464 elements (16 MTHM) currently
in storage in the modular vault dry storage system (Wichmann 1995a).

In 1980 Congress enacted Public law 96-368. the West Valley Demonstration Project Act.

2. 1.3.3 SAW L'f"C/IIHIIfI. The B&W facility in lynchburg. Virginia. is engaged in

The act directed the DOE to develop and demonstrate the technology for solidifying high.level

research a nd dL'Velopment on uranium fuels and the overall fuel cycle. and in the examination

waste in storage at the West Valley Demonstration Project so that this waste would be suitable

and testing of irradiated fuels (NRC 1987).

for transportation to and long·term disposal in a federal repository (WVNS 1994).
B& W lynchburg currently has in storage at its facility 0.044 MTIlM of SNF stored in 15
The owners of the 750 SNF clements still in storage at the West Valley facility fuel storage

ca nnisters (Wichmann 1995a) consisting of 3 full·length fuel rods. 17 sectioned fuel rods. and a

pool were informed in 1981 that they would haw: to take back their SNF. By 1986.625 of the

small quantity of fuel debris from Three Miic Island 2 All of this SNF material is in the

elements had been returned to their respective OWIICrs; then. however. DOE took possession of

possession of the DOE and was provided to B& W under a DOE contract for Fuel Performance

the remaining 125 SNF clements (26.65 MTIlM) under an agreement "';th Nuclear Fuel Services.

Improvements Programs. None of the activities ongoing at B& W lynchburg could result in the

Inc. The DOE was to use these 125 eicments to demonstrate the safe transportation and long.

generation of additional SNF for which the DOE has responsibility. since the facility's three

term storage tlf SNF in a dual·purpose cask. These 125 SNF clements are included in this EIS

reactors have been decommissioned (Wright 1993; ANS 1988).

(Wichmann 1995a).
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2.2 Spent Nuclear Fuel Management Program Plans and Altematives

2.2 . 1. 1 DOE EllpMitrMnt.' RNCton.nd Stru" Owntity Sror.".. There is insufficient
unsitc sturage capacity at the High Aux Beam Rcaclor at Brookhaven Na tional Laboratory

The plans for management of SNF at originating sites. including ge nerating and storage
sites. or facilities generating small annual quantities of SNF. were

det~ rmined

by conducting a

h)

slor. all of 'he SNF projected to be generated through the year 2035. If SI'F shipments .re nu'
made to another DOE 5Iorage facility. at the current rate of generation Ihe remaining o nsite

survey of the NRC licensees a nd others operating !hese sites. These plans. as they are projected

slorage space would be

to be affected by the alternatives be'ng assessed in this EIS. are presented in this section.

existing wet storage facility that would add space for 162 clements. Even with this raCK. storage

d ~pleted

in January 1996. There is a plan

10

install a storage rack ," 'he

space would be depleted in 1998. If SNF could not be shipped by that time. the arrangemenl of
Availability of onsite SNF storage capacity is the primary consequence of DOE SNF
management decisions for all originating siles. Of

th~

five DOE SNF management alternative:-..

exisling racks could be modified

10

provide addilional space. There arc no "Ians . 0 shul do....n

Ihe reaclor '" Ihe near fUlure (Carelli 1993).

only Alternative I (No Action· no SNF transponation) may not have been addressed under the
NRC licensing process for an individual SNF originatin& site. DOE management plans for the
alternatives which involve SNF transponation would not affect the originating sites. The

2.2. 1.2 OtJm.6tJc R..Nn:h RNCton. Based on curre nl projections. lhe onsile slorage
capacity of II of Ihe 45 domeslic research reaCIOrs would !>e exhausted before lhe )-ear 2035 if

management plans at the DOE facilities to which the SNF may he shipped arc addressed in the

Ihe No AClion Allemalive were

sections of this EIS dealing with those DOE facilities. The alte,"ate plans with regard to

idenlified as Calegory L

10

be implemenled. All II of these facilities have been

transponation are analyzed in Appendix I to Volume L Accordingly. the next few subsections
will focus primarily on the No Action Allemalive and describe gene,,1 information on SNF
produu:d at the originating sites. including non·DOE facilities storing SNF.

Several of Ihe facilities in Calegory I have indicated Ihal lhey would consider various
oplions of increasing slorage capacil)' if Ihe No Action Allemalive ..-ere

10

be implemented. Five

would consider reracking. one would consider expanding dry storage wilhin the reaclor building.

2.2.1 No AC1ion

Ihree would consider expanding wei storage wilhin tbe reaclor building. and one would consider
adding 200 square feel (18.6 square melers) of wet storage area outside ,he reactor building.

The No Action Alternative is intended to evaluate the impact of storage of SNF at Ihe
current storage and original .ng sites. This means that all facilities which are generating or storing
SNF and intend to ship SNF to a DOE facility would maintain their SNF onsite. If the SNF·

Any previously planned expansion of onsite SIIIF storage capacity at ind' ,idual originaling
facilities is addressed in sile·specif" NRC environmental assessments and thus is not consider< d

originating site has adequate storage capacity. operations at the site would continue without

10

change of plans. If SNF storage capacity is inadequate. new plans. including expansion of storage

planning

capacity or decreasing the rate of fuel bum. up. would have to be considered. Possible SNF

and the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

be a consequence of the proposed actions under this EIS. The facilities Ihat are alread!'
10

expand their SNF storage capacity include the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

management plans arc discussed more specifICally in the fOllowing subsections.
At one of these facilities the expanded storage capacity is projected to be adequale through
Of the total of approximately 2.700 MllfM of SNF estimated as the total DOE inventory

Ihe year 2005. However. without SNF transponation through the )oear 2035. none of the facililies

by 2035. approximately 51 MllfM of SNF is associated wilh the facilities addressed in this

would have adequate storage capacity. One of the facilities in Category I has offloaded its highly

appendix (Wichmann 1995a).

enriched uranium fuel and ..'Ould consider reracking but might elect
because of a lack of ....et storage capacity (Jentz 1993).

2·17
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71

10

shut down in 2001

All 34 facilities identified as Category 2 have sufficient SNF storage capacity onsitc to

Loss of access to the INEL for storage of its SNF has already resulted in the construction of

accom modate any of the DOE SNF a lte rnatoves. Two facilities May elcct to shut down before

new onsite SNF storage at Fort St. Vrain. However. under th is alterllative Public Service

the year 2CXJS: une b"'causc il may not renew Its license: the other because. without transferring

Company of Colorado would not achieve its goal of becoming free of radioactive materials by

SI'F offsite .

1998 under this option.

II

mIght not meet licensing limits on possession of uranium·235 after conversio n from

highly enriched uranium fuel to low enriched uranium fuel . One facility. which :xpects to convert
fro m highly enricned uranium fuel to low enriched uranium fuel . might c lect to shut down in the
yea r 2tMI5 if no offsite transportation were available. unless it can expand its SNF wet storage

Adeq uate storage capacity exists and the storage facilities are in adequate con<'ition at the
B&W Lynchburg Technology Center (DOE 1993b).

capacity. A few facilities have indicated that they will appeal the NRC·required conversion of
highly e nriched uranium fuel to low enriched uranium fuel if no oITsite transportation is a llowed.

2 .2 .2 Decentralization

Although several Category 2 facilities can operate practica lly indefinitely without refue ling. it is
questionable how many of them would operate as planned if there were no SNF transportation
thro ugh the yea r 2035. Many resea rch reactors operate with variable core loadings. storing. and
reusing partially depleted fuel cle ments as well as adding new fuel to the reactor (Jentz 1993).

Alternative 2. Decentralization. is similar to the No Action Alternative except that limited
offsite shipments are permiued as required to allow continued operation of the given facility.
Decentlalization is not expected to impose additional requirements for storing SNF at the
facil ities included in this appe ndix above those already identified under the No Action

2.2. 1. 3

N~r

Pow., I'Mnt Spent N~r Fu«. The No Action Alte rnative

Alternative. Planning at the sites receiving SNF shipments that would be allowed under this

neces.,itating extended interim onsite storage of SNF would require a revision of the SNF

alternative is addressed in Appendixes A. B. and C. Intersite transportation impacts are analyzed

manage ment program a t the West Valley Demonstration Project. The need to revise this

in Appendix I to Volume I.

program is a result of t:,e following (DOE 1993b):
2.2.2.1 DOE Ell/IMimMtal RNCton and Sma. Quantity Stora".. Compared to the

The West Valley fuel pool is almost 30 years old and does not meet current DOE

restrictions imposed under the No Action Alternative. Dt:centralization does not change the

design criteria.

manage ment plans at these DOE experimental reactors and small-quantity storage facilities.

The pool is single."alled. unlined. and lacks the capability for leak detection. thus
presenting the potential for an undetected re lease to the environment.

2.2.2.2

oom..tic RNNrr:h RNCton.

The Decentralization Alternative is similar to the

No Action Alternative. except that limited oITsite shipments are permilled as required to allow
continued operation of the given facility. Under this alternative. the domestic research reactors

Continued storage of fuel onsite would interfere with and for some areas prevent the

arc allowed to return to DOc any SNF in excess of their current onsite storage capacity.

ongoing decontamination and decommissioning activities at the West Valley

Additional storage capacity would be not be required at these originating fadlities. Therefore.

Demonstration Project facility from proceeding as planned.

dece ntraliza tion does not affect existing SNF management plans at university research reactors or
other facilities in the domestic research reactor group, except for possible rerouting of SNF

The management of SNF at the West Valley Demonstration Project is to continue the use

shipments to INEL or Savannah River Site.

of the existing spent fuel pool with no modifications.
2.2.2 .3 NuclNr Po_ !'tant Spent N~r Fuel The Decentralization Alternative is

sim ilar to the No Action Alternative. except that limited oITsite shipments are permiued as

2· 19
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required to allow continued operation of the given facility. The three facilities being addrc<scd in
this subsection arc only storing SNF and do not generate additional SNF. Because SNF would

This alternative would have no impact on the management of the SNF material in storage
a t the B& W Lynchburg Technology Center.

not be shipped offsite. SNF remaining at the site could interfere with the planned
decontamination and decommissioning operations at West Valley Demonstration Project. Under

2 .2.4 Regionalization

this option. Public Service Company of Colorado would not achieve its goal of becoming free o f
radioactive material by 1998.

Alternative 4. Regionalization. would not be expected to change any existing SNF
management plans at the sites included in this appendix. Alternative 4 would permit the

2.2.3 1992/1993 Planning Basi.

shipment of SNF from the originating sites to regional DOE interim storage facilities. Planning
at the SNF.receiving sites is addressed in Appendixes A. B. C. and F. Intersite transportation

Alternative 3. 199211993 Planning Basis. would not be expected to change any existing SNF

impacts are analyzed in Appendix I to Volume \.

management plans at the sites included in this appendix. Alternative 3 would permit the timely
shipment of SNF from the originating sites to DOE interim storage facilities at INEL or

2.2.4.1 DOE &p.timMIr., RNCron ~ SnMI a-tity s-.ge. Implementation of

Savannah River Site. Planning at these SNF-receiving sites is addressed in Appendixes A. B.

this alternative could require a transition period of several years. Therefore. limited onsite

and C. Interstate transportation impacts are analyzed in Appendix I to Volume \.

construction of temporary SNF storage hcilities or acquisition of SNF transportation containers.

2.2.3.1 DOE &p.timMIr., RNCron.nd

SnM. Owntlty Srw.ge.

suitable for use as temporary dry storage containers. may be necessary until shipment to a DOE
Implementation of

interim storage site(s) is accomplished.

this alternative could require a transition period of several years. Therefore. limited onsite
construction of temporary SNF storage facilities or acquisition of SNF transportation containers.

2.2.4.2 OomNtic R....rr:h RNCron. Regionalization does not affect the existing SNF

suitable for use as temporary dry storage containers. may be necessary until shipment to a DOE

management plans at domestic research reactor facilities. except for possible rerouting of SNF

interim storage site(s) is accomplished.

shipments.

2.2.3.2 OomNtIt: R_rr:h R..cron. Alternative 3 does not affect the existing SNF

2.2.4.3 Nuc"', 1'0_ PMnt $pMIt NucINr "'-I. The Regionalization Alternative for

management plans at domestic research reactor facilities. Management of SNF at these reactors

SNF addressed in this appendix is the same as the 199211993 Planning Basis Alternative except

would continue to follow the same plans as in the past.

that the SNF would be sent to other locations. With the exception of INEL facilities are not
presently available for SNF storage at receiving sites considered under regionalillllion for SNF

2.2.3.3 NucINT I'ow., PMnt $pMIt Nllc'"" Fu«. Under Alternative 3. DOE plans to

from West Valley Demonstration Project and Fort SI. Vrain. The SNF would remain in storage

ship the SNF currently in storage at the West Valley Demonstration Project to INEL Test Area

at West Valley Demonstration Project and Fort SI. Vrain until facilities are available for receipt

North for storage. Implementation of this alternative would

th~ refore

preclude the need for any

at the selected regional SNF management sites.

auditional action at the West Valley Demonstration Project related to providing a new onsite
SNF storage facility.

2 .2.5 Centralization

If Public Service Company of Colorado shipped the remaining fuel segments. the Fort St.
Vrain Site would be free of radioactive materials by 1998.
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shipment of SNF from the originating sites to centralized DOE interim storage facilities.

3. AFFECTED ENVIRONMENTS

Planning at the SNF.receiving sites is addressed in Appendixes A. B. C. and F. Intersite
transportation plans are analyzed in Appendix I to Volume I.

Descriptions of those facilities generating andlor slOring small quantities of spent nuclear
fuel for which DOE has accepted responsibility arc presented in this section. The following

2.2.5. 7 DOE ExpMimMlt.' RNt:ton.nd $tN.Owntity Stonge. Implementation of
this ahernative could require a transition period of several years. Therefore. limited onsitc
construction of temporary SNF storage facilities or acquisition of SNF transportation containers.

subsections present environmental information for each of the three categories of originating
sites: DOE Test and Experimental Reactors. Domestic Research Reactors. and Nuclear Power
Pla nt Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Sites.

suitable for use as temporary dry storage containers. may be necessary until <hipment to a DOE
interim storage site(s) is accomplished.

The wide variety "f facilities and installations included in this category precludes the

2.2.5.2 0-.tJt; R_n:h RNt:ton. Centralization does not affect the existing SNF
management plans of domestic research reactor facilities except for rerouting of SNF shipments.

definition

0

their affected environments in a consistent and uniform manner. The information

available in existing facility documents used as the bases for this analysis varies widely with the
nature of the installation and the requirements of the overseeing or regulatory agencies.

2.2. 5.3 NudN, 1'01/11., I'Mnt Spent Nur:"" Fuel. The Centralization Alternative for
SNF being addressed in this appendix is described as being the same as the 1992/1993 Planning

3.1 DOE Experlmentel Reactor. end Smell-Quantity Storage

Basis Alternative except that the SNF would be sent to other locations. With the exception of
INEL facilities are not presently available for SNF storage at receiving sites considered under

The DOE experimental reactors and small-quantity SNF storage facilities included in this

centralization for SNF from West Valley Demonstration Project and Fort SI. Vrain. The SNF

category are located at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. Los Alamos National Laboratory.

would remain in storage at West Valley Demonstration Project and Fort SI. Vrain until facilities

Sandia National Laboratory. and Argonne National Laboratory - Easl. The facilities. sites. and

are available for receipt of the SNF at the selected central SNF management site.

their environments are described in this section. Only those DOE sites at which spent nuclear
fuel is currently generated andlor stored are discussed. Information on environmental factors
that are not uniformly available in existing National Environmental Policy Act documentation for
all four sites (inc:uding aesthetic and scenic resources. noise. traffIC and transportation. and
utilities and energy) is not provided in this document.

3 .1.1 8.00111111"" NlltiotIIII lAboratory

There are two reactors at the brookhaven National Laboratory which generate SNF
potentially affected by actions analyzed in this EIS: the 60 MW High Aux Beam Reactor and
the 5 MW Brookhaven Medical Research Reactor (ANS 1988).

3.7.7. 7 HIt/h Flult

"'m RNt:trN. The 60 MW High Aux Beam Reactor is a heavy water

moderated and cooled research reactor which replaces an .:arlier 40 MW reactor. The High Aux
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Scam Reactor began operation in 1965. The High Awe Scam Reactor facility is composed of

3. , . 7.3.2 S«:ioeconomics- The Brookhaven National Laboratory is located in

live buildings located on the 5.265·acre (2.13I-hectare) site of the Brookhaven National
lahoralOry. The distance from the reactor to the ncarest site boundary is to the south at 3700

central Suffolk County just at the fringe of developed areas. in an area of rapidly growing

feet (1288 meters). The spent nuclear fuel is stored in an 8-foot-wide. 43·foot-long. 20·foot·dcep

population. About 1.32 million persons reside in Suffolk County and about 410.000 persons

canal (2.4 meters wide. 13.2 meters long. 6.1 meters deep). Within the canal. the fuel is located

reside in Brookhaven Township. within which the Laboratory is situated. Sctween 1995 and

in storage racks. either in a JO.ccIl rack or in a long-term storage rack «('.arelli 1993).

2040. population in Suffolk County is expected to increase 14.6 percent (DOC 1991a).
Approximately 8.000 persons reside within a half mile (0.8 kilometer) of the laboratory boundary

3. , . ' .2 1IrooVIII_ M«IIuI " - I t R_tw. The Brookhaven Medical Research

(BNll992b ).

Reactor is a 5 MW heterogeneous. thermal. tank type reactor which is light water moderated and
cooled. The reactor. used for research. became fully operational in 19S9. The Brookhaven

The population of Suffolk County is approximately 96 percent urban and has a substantially

Medical Research Reactor is located in one building at the Brookhaven National Laboratory

higher median family income than the rest of the state (DOC 1991c). Sctween 1970 and 1990.

approXImately 0.25 mile (0.4 kilometer) south of the High Awe Beam Reactor site. Fuel storage

tOlal employment in Suffolk County increased \03.8 percent (DOC 1992).

at the Brookhaven Medical Research Reactor consists of a shelf. lined with boral sheets. in the
upper part of the reactor vessel above the active core region. The shelf is located under 8 feet

Dominant industries in the area include government. manufacturing. retail and services. with

(2.5 meters) of water and is considered critically safe when fully loaded. Like the High Awe

approximately 20 percent of earnings in Suffolk County coming from government spendin : (DOC

Scam Reactor. there is no facility for dry storage at the Brookhaven Medical Research Reactor

1992).

(Carelli 1993).
The Brookhaven National Laboratory is composed of a total staff of 3449 regular em~ 10yees
(BNll993a).

3. ,. '.3.'

LMId u..- The Brookhaven National Laboratory is located approximately

60.1 miles (97 kilometers) east of New York City on Long Island. NC", York. The site is located

As reported in 1988. there were a total of 69 personnel working at the reactors (ANS 1988).

This number included operators. experimenting scientists. and support personnel. While not

in a primarily suburban area. Land on the S.26S-acre (2.13I-hectare) site is divided between

their main occupation. part of the duties of the operators and some support personnel include

undeveloped natural areas and the developed areas that support the laboratory's scientific

tasks associated with refueling. storing. inventorying. packaging. and shipping SNF.

research (BNl 1992c).

3. , . '.3.3
Regional land use includes a variety of residential. commercial. industrial. agricultural.

C"""'-' R_s- The Brookhaven National Laboratory has no

properties designated as National Historic Landmarks.

institutional. recreational. and public uses. Although agricultural and undeveloped forest land
have been the dominant land uses in the region. development pressures for residential and
commercial land uses have increased steadily in recent years (BNll992c).

The Old Reactor Build1ng (Building 701) and the Old Cyclotron Enclosure (Building 902)
arc eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). Camp Upton
training trenches from World War I are also eligible for inclusion on the NRHP.
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3. 1. 1.3.4

GeoIorf- The

Brookhaven National Laboratury site is in the upper part

llf the Peconic River Valley. which is bordered by two lines of low hills. These extend easl and

Ihe criteria pollutant ozone. The county is in allainment of standards fo r carbon monoxide.
particluates. sulfur dioxide. nitrogen dioxide. and lead (NYSDEC 1993).

wesl beyond the limits of the valley nearly the full length of Long Island and form Its mosl
prominentlopographic fealur~.. (ERDA 1977).

3.1. 1.3.6

W.,.,. R._•• - The Brookhaven National Laboratory site lies on Ihe

weslern rim of Ihe shallow Peconic River walershed. The marshy areas in Ihe north and easlern
A maximum horizontal ground surface acceleration of 0.19 g at Brookhaven Nallonal
Laboratory is ~.. timated to result from an earthquake that could occur once every 2000 years

sectio ns of Ihe site arc a portion of the Peconic River headwaters. The Peconic River bOlh
recharges and receives water from the groundwater aquifer. depending on Ihe hydrogeological

(DOE 1994a). The seismic hazard information presented in this EIS is for general seismic

potentia l. In limes of droughl Ihe river waler Iypically recharges to groundwater. while in limes

hazard comparisons across DOE sites. Potential seismic hazards for existing and new facilities

of normal

10

above normal precipitation. the river receives water from the aquifer (BNL 1992b J.

should be evaluated on a facility specific basis consistent with DOE orders and slandards and sile
Groundwater now in the vicinity of Brookhaven National Laboratory is controlled by many

specific procedures.

factors. The main groundwater divide lies 1.25 to 5 miles (2 to S kilometers) south of Long
No earthquake has yet been recorded in Ihe Brookhaven National Laboratory area with a

Island Sound parallel to the Sound. This divide i.. known to shift 0.6 to 1.25 miles (I to

Modified Mercalli intensity in excess of III. Long Island lies in the Uniform Building Code Zone

2 kilometers). north to south. East of Brookhaven National Laboratory is a secondary

2A (moderate) seismic hazard area. No active earthquake producing faults are known in the

groundwater divide that defines the southern boundary of the area contributing groundwater to

Long Island area (ERDA 1977).

the Peconic River. The exact location of the triple. point intersection of these two divides is not
known and may be under Brookhaven National Laboratory. South of these divides. the

3.1. 1.3.5 Ai R..-a-In terms of meteorology. the laboratory can be

groundwater moves southward to Great South Bay and to Moriches streams. In general. the

characterized. like most Eastern Seaboard ar"",. as a well·ventilated site. The prevailing ground-

groundwater from the area between the two branches of the divide moves out eastward to the

level winds are from the southwest during the summer. from the northwest during the winter. and

Peconic River. North of the divide. groundwater moves northward to Long Island Sound.

about equally from these two directions during the spring and fall (BNL 1992b).

Pressure of a higher water table to the west of the Brookhaven National Laboratory area
generally inhibits movement toward the west. Variability in Ihe direction of now in Ihe

The mean annual temperature for the site during 1991 was 52.soF (11.6°C). with
lemperatures ranging from 21.ZOF (-6 0 C) to 83.soF (28.S°C). The annual precipitation during

Brookhave n National Laboratory site is a function of the hydraulic potential and is further
complicated by the presence of clay deposits that accumulate perched water at several places

1991 was 45.3 inches (115 centimeters). which is about 3.6 inches (9.0 centimeters) below the

plus Ihe pumping/recharge of groundwater that are part of Brookhaven National Laboratory daily

4O-year annual precipitation average of 48.4 inches (123 centimeters) (BNL 1992b).

o pe ratio ns. In general. groundwater in the northeast and northwest sections of the site nows
loward the Peconic River. On the western portion of the site. groundwater now tends to be

The State of New York has adopted ambient air quality standards that specify maximum
permissible short- and long-term concentrations for various contaminants. These standards are

loward the south. while along the southern and southeastern sections of the site it ten:ls to be
toward Ihe south to southeast (BNL I 992b).

generally the same as the national standards for criteria pollutants (NYSDEC 1977). Suffolk
County. in which the site is located. is classified as being in nonallainment of the standards for

In all areas of the site. horizontal groundwater velocity is estimated to range from 12 to IS
inches (30 to 45 centimelers) a day. The site occupied by Brookhaven National Laboratory has
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been identified by the Long Island Regional Planning Board and Suffolk County as being over a
deep recharge zo ne for Long Island. This implies the precipitation and surface water which
recharges within this lone has the potential to replenish the lower aquifer systerrs (MagOlhy

[n September 1990. the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service confirmed that no Federal or State
endangered species occur in the vicinity of Brookhaven National Laboratory. However. the Sta te
endangered tiger salamander breeds in a pond in the southeast corner of the site (BNl I992c).

and/or Uoyd) which emt below the Upper Glacial Aquifer. The extent to which the Brookhaven
National laboratof)' site contributes to deep now recharge is currently under evaluation.
However. it is

~'Stimated

that up to two-fifths of the recharge from rainfall moves into the deeper

aquifers. These lower aquifers discharge to the Atlantic Ocean (BNL 1992b).

3.7.7. 3 .8 I'ubIIc

~

MId S.fety- The calculated effective dose equivalent

associated with emuent releases from the most recent reports for a 5-year period " re presented
below ( BNL I 993b. 1992a. 1992b. 1990. 1989). The annual doses for each year arc only a
fraction of the DOE Public Dose Limit of 100 millirem per year. The data arc from all

The three aquifers (Upper Glacial. l\.fagothy and Uoyd) underlying the Brookhaven

laboratory operations. including storage of SNF.

National Laboratof)' comprise the NassaulSuffolk Aquifer System. which has been designated as
a sole source aquifer by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. More detailed aquifer

Year

Airborne c muents
(maximum site
boundary)

Liquid emuents
(maximum individual)

characterization information can be found in the Brookhaven Natjonal Laboratory Sjte Baseljne

&Illill (SAlC

1992).

1988

0.113 millirem

0.15 millirem

1989

0.120 millirem

0.96 millirem

Laboratory is primarily woodland_ Terrestrial habitats include pine plantations. moderately

1990

0.067 millirem

0.85 millirem

mature pitch pine/oak forest. predominanlly deciduous forest. early successional shrub/sapling

1991

0.170 millirem

0.74 miliirem

1992

0.097 millirem

0.9[ millirem

3 _t _t _3 _7 EcoIogIu/ R.-n-Approximately 75 percent of Brookhaven National

community. pine barrens shrub/sapling wetlands. and lawn areas (BNL 1993a).

The isolation of the Brookhaven National Laboratory site and its variety of wildlife habitats
have made it a refuge for a surprisingly diverse animal population. Thirty species of mammals
have been recorded on site or within a 10-mile (l6-kilometer) radius. All of these arc year-ro und
residents except for five summer-resident and two migrant species of bats. (BNL 1992c)

The collective (population) dose equivalent (total population dose) beyond the site
boundary. within a radius of 50 miles (SO kilometers). attributed to laboratory operations from
re ports for a 5·year period is presented below (BNL 1993b. 1992a. 1992b. 1990. 1989). The data
a rc from all laboratory operations. including storage of SNF.

About 400 non-extinct species of birds have been recorded on all of Long [sland since
records have been kept. and at least ISO of these have been recorded on site. -Illirty-three

1988

2.5 person-rem

species are found throughout the year and all except six of these breed on site. Forty-nine other

1989

3.2 person-rem

species are summer residents. All except nine nest on site. four others probably do. and the rest

1990

1.8 person-rem

nest elsewhere on Long [sland. most nearby (BNL 1993).

1991

3.6 person-rem

1992

3.2 person-rem
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3. 1. 1.3.9 We.,. ~".~t-Brookhaven National Laboratory generates low·

3.1.2.1 Lend U••. los A.amos National Laboratory is located approximately

(,{J

miles

levd. low·level mixed and hazardous wastes. in conjunction ",ith its activities as a scientific

(96 kilometers) north-northeast of Albuquerque. New Mexico. los Alamos OCCUpies an area of

rescarch center. In 1992. the site generated approximatdy 508 tons (461 metric tons) of solid

about 28.000 acres (11.000 hectares) located primarily in las Alamos County in northern New

"'aste and 19.6 cubic yards (15 cubic meters) of liquid waste (DOE 1994b).

Mexico. about 24 miles (39 kilometers) northwest of Santa Fe. l1Ie County of las Alamos has
zoned the e ntire area of the lab Federal Land. las Alamos National Laboratory has developed

Prookhaven National Laboratory currently stores about I \0 cubic yards (84 cubic met.·rs) of

nine land

usc

classifications for its operations. There are no prtme farmlands on the las Alamos

low· level mixed waste and has no current or planned onsite treatment facilities. All waSh!

National Laboratory. although portions are designated as a National Environmental Research

streams are currently shipp'·.j to Hanford. These waste streams include organic liquids. acid and

Park (DOE I 993a).

J lkaline solutions. uranium hydride. deaning/degreasing · olvents. chromic acid cleaning solutions.
and lead· and mcrcury<ontaminated equipment (DOE I 993g).

3.1.2.2 SocJoecon«niU. The civilian labor force in the region of interest grew 144

percent. increasing from 34.467 in 1970 to 84,107 in 1990. Total employment increased from
In 1989. EPA listed BNl on the National Priorities lists and in 1992 an Interagency

31.155 to 79,!\46 between 1970 and 1990, an annual growth rate of S percent. The

Agreement was signed among DOE. EPA Region II. and the New York State Department of

unemployment rates for 1970 and 1990 were 9.6 percent and 5.1 percent, respectively. For the

Environmental Conservation. Seven operable units have been identified for remedial

same years, personal income increased from approllimately 5324.7 million to 52.3 billion (an

investigation/feasibility studies and evaluated for suitable remedial action. The operable units

annual average of 10 percent), and per capita income increased from 53,396 to 515,348 (DOE

consist of various groupings (generally by area) of buildings and sumps. underground pipes and

1993a).

tanks. the sewage runoff and utSCharge areas. trichloroethylene and reactor spill areas and
groundwater. Some contamination at the site was the result of U.S. Army practices from 1917 to
19-17 (DOE 1993g).

Between 197~ and 1990, employment atlas Alamos National laboratory il:rrwscd from
5,094 to 7,622, representing 10 percent of tbe region of interest employment in 1990. As of
September 1992, employment at las Alamos National laboratory had increased to 7,450. l1Ie
prepared Fiscal Year 1994 budget projects a reduction in expenditures at the site resulting in

3.1 .2 Lo. AI.mo. N.tioM! L.bor.tory

reduced employment (DOE 1993a).
The Omega Wcst Reactor. operated by the las Alamos National l~boratory. is a thermal.
heterogeneous. closed-tank research reactor normally functioning at a power level of" MW. The
Omega Wcst Reactor was operational from 1956 until December 1992. when it was shut down.

In 1991 , more than half of the las Alamos National laboratory workforce resi<lL-d in the
unincorporated communities of las Alarr.os and White Rock in las Alamos County. Berv.-een

This reactor is permanently shut down and is being decommissioned. All spent nuclear fuel.

1970 and 1990, the popula' ion in the region of interest increased 61 percent to 151.408. During

consisting of 86 fuel elements. is in temporary storage at the Chemistry and Metallurgy R.,... ..ch

the same period, the New Mellico population increased 49 percent. The population in the three-

Complex in Wing 9. They arc being stored in old "Rover Project" casks which were once

county region of interest is projected to increase from an estimated 169,000 in 2000 to 191.000 by

ce rt ifi~-d for transport of spent nuclear fuel. lANl has no permit for long-term storage of spent

2020, an annual rate of less than 1 percent (DOE 1993a).

fuel .
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Employmenl associalcd wilh SNF managcmenl such as mUline operalions of Ihe fa"lily
including care and perilldic invenlOries of Ihe SNF amounls

10

aboul 1.3 person·years per year

ICrull'l'l5).

500.000 years. Los Alamos Nalio nal Laboralory operales a seismic hazards program whIch
moniwrs scism icily Ihruugh a seismic nclwork and conducls sludies in paleoseismology. These
sludies have delermined Ihe presence of Ihree faults in Ihe arca Ihal are r.onsidered acllve as
dclincd by 10 CFR 100. Appcndix A. These form Ihe Pajarilo faull syslem. which includes Ihe

3. 7.2.3 CUItUf.' R••oun:••. The prchisloric chronology for Ihe Los Alamos Nalinnal

Pajarilo. Waler Canyon. and Guaje Mounlain faults. The Guaje Mounlain faull had movemenl

Llnoralory area cons;m of six broad lime periods: Paleoindian (10.000-40110 B.C.). AT.:haic

o n il belween 4.000 and 6.000 years ago. There is no evidence of movemenl along Ihe Pajarilo

(5500 S.C. ·A.D. 6(0). Early Devclopmcnlal (A.D. 600·900). laiC Dcvelopmcnlal (A.D. 9UO· IIIMI)

faull s)'Slcm during hisloricallimes. The loo·year earlhquake al Los Alamos is regarded as

Coalilion (A.D. 1110·1325). and Classic (A.D. 1325. 16(0). Prehisloric sile Iypes idenlified in Ihe

having a magnilude of 5. wilh an evenl of magnilUde 7 being Ihe maximum reasonably

vicinil), of Los Alamos Nalional Laboralory include large mulliroom pueblos. pilhouse villages.

foreseeable earlhquake. These values are currenlly used in design consideralions al Los Alamos

field houses. lalus houses. cave kivas. shrines. lowers. rockshcllers. animal Iraps. hunling blinds.

(DOE 1993a).

waler cOrlrol fealures. agricullural fields and Icrraces. quarries. rock arl. Irails. campsiles.
windbreaks. rock lings. and limiled aClivity siles. Approximalely 75 percenl of Los Alamos
~alional

Laboralory has been invenloried for cullural resources. Coverage for some invenlories

has been less Ihan 100 percenl; however. aboul 60 percenl of Los Alamos NalionalLaboralOry
has

rec~ived

100 perceOi coverage. Over 975 prehisloric siles have been recorded; aboul 95

Maximum horizonlal ground surface acceleralions ranging from 0.17
Nalional Labor.lory are eslimaled

10

10

O.25g al Los Alamos

resull from an eanhquake Ihal could occur once every 2000

years (DOE l'.I94a). The seismic hazard informal ion presenled in Ihis EIS is for general seismic
hazard comparisons across DOE siles. POlenlial seismic hazards for emling and new facililies

pcrcenl of Ihese siles are considered eligible or pOlenlially eligible for Ihe Nalional Regisler of

should be evalualed on a facililY specific basis consislenl wilh DOE orders and slandards and sile

HislOric Places (DOE 1993a).

specific procedures.

Nalive Americans in Ihis area include Ihose living in Ihe San IIdefonso. San Juan. Sanla

Geological concerns associaled wilh Ihe Los Alamos Nalional Laboralory area include

Clara. Nambc. Tesuque. Pojoaque pueblos easl of Los Alamos. and Ihe Jemez and Cochili

pOlenlial dnwnslope movements in associalion wilh regional seismic aClivity. Allhough isolaled

pueblos. Nalive American resources on Los Alamos Nalional Laboralory may consisl of

rockfalls commonly occur from Ihe canyon rims. landslides are an unlikely hazard (DOE 1993a).

prehislOric siles wilh ceremonial fealures such as kivas. village shrines. pelroglyphs. or burials: all
of Ihese sile Iypes or fealures wC'uld be of concern

10

3.1.2.5 Air R. .oun:••. The c1imale al Los Alamos Nalional Laboralory and in Ihe

local groups (DOE 1993a).

surrounding region is characlerized as a semiarid lropical and sublropical sleppe. Mounlain

3. 7.2.4

GeoIot1".

Los Alamos Nalional Laboralory is localed on Ihe Pajarilo Plaleau.

barriers deplele a large ponion of Ihe moislure from Ihe marilime air masses from Ihe Pacific

The surface of Ihe plaleau is dissecled by deep. soulheasl-lrending canyons separaled by long.

Ocean. a condilion Ihal conlribules

narrow mesas (DOE 1993a).

area is 56.2'F (1J.4'C); average daily lemperalures range from 22.3'F (·5.4'C) in January

10

Ihe semiaridness. The annual average lemperalure in Ihe
10

92.8'F (33.8'C) in July. The average annual precipilalion in Ihe area is 8.1 inches
Los Alamos Nalional Laboralory lies in Ihe Uniform Building Codl Zone 2B seismic hazard
area. The slrongesl earlhquake in Ihe lasl 100 years wilhin a 50·mile (8Il·kilomeler) radius was
eSlimaled

10

have a magnilude of 5.5

10

:\PP E ~ DI X

F.

November

10

1.51 inch" (3.84 renlimelers) in Augusl (DOE I 993a).

6 and a Modified Mercalli Inlensily of VII. Siudies

suggesl Ihal several faulls have produced seismic events wilh a magnilude of 6.5

VOLl I ~ F. I.

(20.6 cenlimelers). The average monlhly precipilalion ranges from 0.38 inch (0.97 cenlimeler) in

3· 10

10

7.8 in Ihe lasl
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3.1.2.6

W.,., R••oun:••.

The major surface water body in the immediate vicinity of Los

Alamos National Laboratory is the Rio Grande cast of the site. The primary surface water

3. 1.2. 7

Ec~1 Ruoun:••.

Terrestrial habitats within undeveloped areas of Los

Alamos National laboratory support six major vegetative communities: juniper·grassland . pinyo n

features ncar Los Alamos National Laboratory arc intermittent \lrcams. Sixteen drainage areas

pine .juniper. ponderosa pine. mixed conifer. spruce·fir. and subalpine grassland. Undeveloped

pass through or start in the Los Alamos National Laboratory site. Most Los Alamos National

areas within Los Alamos National laboratory provide habitat for a diversity of terrestrial wildlif.!.

Laboratory facilities arc located well above the "ream beds. Only those TechnIcal Areas located

Los Alamos National laboratory was designated a National Environmental Research Park in

.... ithin canyons would be within the 500.year noodplain (DOE I993a).

1976 (DOE 1993a).

No surface water is withdrawn at Los Alamos National Laboratory for either drinlung wate,

National Wetland Inventory maps indicate that wetlands within Los Alamos National

or facility operations. The water supply system for Los Alamos is based on a series of

Laboratory are restricted to several canyons containing the Rio Grande or its tributaries. Most

groundwater supply wells and springs (DOE 1993a).

of the wetlands shown on the National Wetland Inventory maps have been designated as
temporary or seasonal (DOE 1993a).

Los Alamos. Sandia. and Mortandad canyons currently receive treated industrial or sanitary

efnuenl. Acid·Pueblo Canyon does not receive Los Alamos National Laboratory efnuents.
Surface waters in these canyons are not a source of municipal. industrial. or agricultural water

Aquatic habitats on Los Alamos National laboratory are limited to the Rio Grande and
several springs and interrnillent "reams in the canyons. These habitats currently receive

supply. Only during periods of heavy prectpitation or snow melt would waters from Acid·Pueblo.

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System·perrnilled wastewater discharges. Fourteen

Los Alamos. or Sandia Canyons extend beyond Los Alamos National Laboratory boundaries and

species of fish are known to inhabit the roughly 6-mile (I()..kilometer) reach of the Rio Grande

reach the Rio Grande. In Mortandad Canyon. there has been no surface runoff

10

the

laboratory's boundary since studies were initiated in 1960 (DOE 1993a).

The main aquifer consists mainly of sediments of the Santa Fe Group. Nearly all

between Los Alamos National laboratory and Chochiti lake. The springs and streams on the
site support limited. if any. aquatic life (DOE 1993a).

Seventeen federally listed or New Mexico· listed threatened. endangered. or candidate

groundwater at Los Alamos National Laboratory is obtained from deep wells that produce water

species potentially occur in the vicinity of Los Alamos National laboratory. Four of these

from this aquifer. The Bandelier Tuff. a volcanic unit that lies above the Santa Fe Group.

species have been observed on Los Alamos National laboratory. including the bald eagle

contains fractures that yield small amounts of water to springs. A minor amount of groundwater

(Haliautus leucocephalus)(a federally listed endangered species that roosts along the Rio

at Los Alamos National Laboratory is obtained from springs. The aquifers that lie beneath Los

Grande); the peregrine falcon (Falco perrgrinus)(a federally listed endangered species that

Alamos National laboratory are considered Class II aquifers. having current sources of drinking

historically nests in the northeast comer of Los Alamos National laboratory); the northern

water and water with other beneficial uses (DOE 1993a).

goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) (A Federal candidate Category 2 species that forages in the northwest
corner of Los Alamos National laboratory); and the giant helleborine orchid (Epipactic giganlea)

The water in the main aquifer moves slowly from the major recharge area in the west to

(a state·listed endangered species that occurs near springs in White Rock Canyon). Five other

discharge springs in White Rock Canyon along the Rio Grande. The depth to the aquifer ranges

species occur in close proximity to Los Alamos National laboratory and are likely to exist on the

from about 1.200 feet (365 meters) on the west to about 600 feet (183 meters) on the cast. The

site (DOE 1993a).

total saturated thickness penetrated by production wells ranges up to at least 1.700 feet
(518 meters) (DOE 1993a).
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3. 1.2.8 PubIIt:

lIN"" MId s.t.ry.

The lola I maximum individu '1 dose 10 a member uf

Ihe public associaled wilh bolh gaseous and liquid effiuents from Ihe mosl recenl reports for a 5·
ycar period is presenled below (lANll993. 1992. 1990. 1989. 1988). The annual doses for each
year arc only a fraclion of Ihe DOE Public Dose limit of 100 millircm per year. The dala arc
from all laboratory operations. including storage of SNF.

Waste minimization has been implemenled by los Alamos Nalional laboratory's
Environmental Manage ment Division using programmatic controls such as source reduclion.
inventory control. produci substilution. and wdste exchange programs. A Was Ie Minimization
and Pollution Prevenlion Awareness Plan was compleled in 1991. Major waste generatil'g
o perations have been prioritized by severity of hazard and volume in order 10 determine which
generaling systems to address. Also. halogenated solvenl substilution has been evalualed for a

1987

6.1 millirem

1988

6.2 millircm

1989

3.9 milJirem

1990

3.1 millirem

1991

4.4 millirem

number of research processes (DOE 1993a).

3.1 .3 Sandie Netional Leboratori ••

Sandia Nalional laboratories. headquartered in Albuquerque. New Mexico. mainlain
facilities in three local ions: Albuquerque. New Mexico; Uverrnore. California; and Tonopah.
Nevada. The facililies discussed in Ihis document refer only 10 the Albuquerque localion. localed

The population colleclive effeclive dose equivalent allribulable 10 laboralory operalions to

adjacenl to Ihe city of Albuquerque. New Mexico. The sile is approximalely 6.5 miles (10

persons living within 50 miles (SO kilometers) of Ihe laboralory for a 5.year period is presenled

ki lometers) soulheast of downtown Albuquerque. Sandia Nationallaboralories consisl of 8.300

below (lANl 1993. 1992. 1990. 1989. 1988). The data are from all laboratory operalions.

acres (3.360 heclares) on Kirtland Air Force Base allocated to DOE.

including slorage of SNF.
Sandia Nalional laboralories use facilities at five Technical Areas and a Test Field (DOE
1987

3.5 person·rem

I 993a).

1988

2.2 person-rem

1989

3.1 person·rem

Technical Area I--Administralion. sile support. lechnical support. componenl

1990

3.1 person-rem

development. research. energy programs. microelectronics. defense programs. and

1991

1.1 person-rem

exploralory systems.

3.1.2.9 W•• ,. Mana.-r-t. Currenl low-level radioaclive wasle managemenl activities

Technical Area II--Testing of explosive components.

at los Alamos Nalional laboratory may require expansion of Ihe exisling landfill al los Alamos
National laboratory. A portion of the proposed expansion area for the existing landfill has been

Technical Area 111-- Testing and simulalion of a variety of nalural and induced

contaminaled by a chemical plume from the hazardous chemical disposal sile. which restricts

environments. including two rockel sled tracks. two centrifuges. and a radianl heat

further developmenl. DOE is considering the expansion to ensure conlinued operalion of

facility.

laboralory aClivilies that generate low level radioaclive waste and 10 provide safe isolalion of Ihe
Technical Area lV--A remOle sile for pulsed power sciences such as X·ray. gamma·ray.

wasles (DOE 1993a).

and particle beam fusion acceleralors.
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Technical Atea V--A remOle arca for experimental and engineering reactors and

3.1.3.3 s.ndM Pu/$. R..e"" lI.nd III••nd Crltlc.1 Au.",bIy. Three reactors arc

particle accelerators.

operated at the Sandia Pulse Reactor facility; Sandia Pulse Reactor II and Sandia Pulse

Coyote Tcst Field--land parcels scallered throughout the Coyote Test Field used for

They an; designed to produce a neutron energy spectrum similar to that produced from lisslon.

tcsting.

The " rimary experiment location for each reactor is a central cavity that extends through the

Reactor III arc unmoderated. fast-burst reactors capable of pulsed and stcady-state operation.

core. The principal use of the reactors is to irradiate electronic devices requiring high neutron
The Sandia National laboratorIo contain five SNF storage facilities: the Manzano Storage

Ouence and/or high dose rates. The Critical Assembly is a small. water-moderated reactor used

Structures. the Annular Core Research Reactor Facility. the Sandia Pulse Reactor Facility. the

to pc rform measurements of key reactor parameters to benchmark the computer calculations and

Hot Cell Facility. and the Special Nuclear Materials storage facility (DOE 1993b).

thereby refine the designs for a planned space propulsion reactor. The yard storage holes are
19 stainless-steel types located in a comer of the Sandia Pulse Reactor compound. These tubes

_nano StonI. . StIUC_. The Manzano Storage Structures arc reinforced

3. 1.3. 1

arc surrounded by a high-density concrete monolith. The yard holes are used to securely store

concrete bunkers located in the southeast portion of Kirtland Air Force Base. Until recently.

irradiated experiments containing a variety of nuclear materials. but principally uranium-235. All

when the Sandia National laboratories took responsibility for the site. the Manzano facilities

of the materials reside in their own containers. some of which have double containment (DOE

were operated and maintained by the Department of Defense. The Sandia National

I 993b).

laboratories currently use four structures for dry storage of rea.:"" irradiated nuclear material.
The two types of bunkers which Sandia National laboratories utilize are reinforced concrete
bunkers with an earth covering. and reinforced concrete bunkers bored into the mountain. The

3.1.3.4 Hot c.II FKiIIty. The Hot Cell Facility at Sandia National Laboratories is a

nonreactor nuclear facility that is housed in Building 6580 in Technical Atea V. The Hot ..:ell

average storage space available is 1800 square feet (167 square meters). A ring road encircles

Facility includes the Hot Cell. the Glove Box Laboratory. Radiochemistry Laboratory. and

the mounta in and provides access to all of the bunkers. The ventilation is natural air circulation

support facilities in rooms 101 . 104. 105. 106. 107. lOS. 110. III. 112. 113. I \3A. 203. and 212A.

(DOE I993b).

This facility is designed to permit safe handling and experimentation with Special Nuclear
Materials. both irradiated and unirradiated. Research programs at Sandia National Laboratories

3. 1.3.2 AnnuM, C_ R....n:h R. .e"". The Annular Core Research Reactor is a pool-

(material studies. fuel studies. and safety studies) require that experiments containing radioactive

type research reactor capable of steady-state. pulse. and tailored transient operation. The

materials be assembled and/or disassembled. samples prepared. )nd microscopic and chemical

reactor has a large central irradiation cavity (primary experiment location) that extends through

analyses performed. 'The principal storage facility for tlte Hot Cell Facility is Room lOS. which is

the core.

a heavily shielded room used previously as a preparation room next to the irradiation room of

two

interchangeable. fuel-ringed external cavities. an unfueled external cavity and

two

neutron radiography facilities. The Annular Core Research Reactor facility includes the reactor

the Sandia Engineering Reactor which has been defueled. 'There arc a series of \3 storage holes

pool. one safe. and eight dry Ooor storage vaults. all located in the high-bay of Building 6588.

under the Hot Cell Facility Monorail that arc available to store irradiated material coming into

The Annular Core Research React"r is used primarily for testing electronics and for reactor

or out of the Hot Cell Facility. Only one of tlte holes is currently in usc. The otlter areas of the

safety research. The eight storage vaults on the high-bay Ooor are used to securely store

Hot Cell Facility are used for storing minor amounts of material (DOE I 993b).

irradiated experiments containing a variety of nuclear materials. but principally uranium-235.
Materials from only three experiments containing reactor irradiated nuclear materials are stored
at the Annular Core Research Reactor (DOE 1993b).
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StrInI. . ~. At this dry storage facility. Sandia

National Laboratories stores previously failed fuel elements from Sandia Pulse Reactor II and
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clements from experiments that have been exposed to short irradiation periods. The complex
also provides for a loading aru. a maintenance area. and an administrative office area. The
\'~ntilation

consists of a forced air filtered system (DOE I 993b).

As reported in 1988. there were a total of 21 personnel working at the reactors (ANS 1988).

This number included operators. experimenting scientists. and support personnel. While not
their main occupation. part of the duties of the operators and some support personnel include
tasks associated with refueling. sloring. inventorying. packaging. and shipping SNF.

3. 1.3.6.3 Cultunl R•• _ . - The prehistoric chronology for the Sandia National
3.1.3.6.1 t.nd U•• -Sandia National Laboratories arc located approximately

l.aboralories area consists of three broad time periods: Pale.,indian (10.000-5500 B.C.). Archaic

6.5 miles (10.5 kilometers) southeast of downtown Albuquerque. New Mexico. There arc no

(5500 B.C.·AD. I). and Anasazi (AD. 1600). Prehistoric site types include pueblos. pit house

prime farmlands on Sandia National Laboratories (DOE 1993a).

villages. rockshelters. hunting blinds. agricultural terraces. quarries. lithic and ceramic scaaers.
lithic scatters. and hearths. About 22 percent of Sandia National LaboratorieslDOE<antrolled

3. 1.3.6.2

Sot:io«:~- The

civilian labor force in the region of interest grew

land has been intensively inventoried for cultural resources; another 28 percent has received less

132 percent. increasing from \33.798 in 1970 to 3\0.252 in 1990. Total employment oncreased

intensive surveys. Because techniques and procedures varied greatly between projects in these

from 124.605 to 293.905 between 1970 and 1990. an annual growth rate of 4 percent. The

areas. most surveys are not considered adequate. All five DOE Technical Areas have been

unemployment rates for 1970 and 1990 were 6.9 percent and 5.3 percent. respectively. For the

intensivdy surveyed; no prehistoric sites were recorded. Sixty-four prehistoric sites have been

same years. personal income increased from .'pproximately S1.3 billion to S9.4 billion (an annual

recorded in DOE-owned or controlled lands beyond the ftve Technical Areas. About 88 percent

average of \0 percent). and per capita income increased from S3.438 to $15.992 (DOE I 993a).

of these sites are considered eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (DOE 1993a).

Between 1970 and 1990. employment levels at Sandia National Laboratories increased from
6.440 to 7.536. representing 3 percent of the region of interest employment in 1990. Changes in

Native Americans in this area include those living on the Sandia Pueblo. north of
Albuquerque. and the Isleta Pueblo. south of Kirtland \ir Force Base. Native American

mission requirements have historically led to nuctuations in employment levels over the period.

resources on Sandia National Laboratories!DOE<antrolJed lands may consist of prehistoric sites

For example. employment decreased to 5.542 in 1975 and increased to 7.051 by 1985. As of

with ceremonial features such as kivas. village shrines. petroglyphs. or burials; all of these types

September 30. 1992. employment levels at Sandia National Laboratories had increased to S.473.

or features would he of concern to local groups (DOE 1993a).

The prepared Fiscal Year 1994 budget projects a reduction in expenditures at the site. resulting
in reduced employment. The reduction in work force associated with the budget reductions is
only estimated at this time (DOE 1993a).

3.1.3.6." GeMIgy-Sandia National Laboratories lie on a sequence of sedimentary.
igneous. and Precambrian basement rocks. The northern and western sections of Sandia
National Laboratories rest on Miocene to Quaternary gravels. sands. silts. and clays deposited in

Between 1970 and 1990. the population in the region of interest increased 5S percent to
5S9. \3 I. During the same period. the population of New Mexico increased 49 percent. The

the basin formed by uplift of the mountains to the east. The eastern portion of Sandia National
Laboratories is underlain primarily by Precambrian rocks (DOE 1993a).

po pulation in the three..:ounty region of interest is projected to increase from an estimated
682.000 in 2000 to 771.000 by 2020. an annual rate of less than I percent (DOE 1993a).

The eastern portion of Sandia National Laboratories is cut by the Tijeras. Hubble Springs.
Sandia. and Manzano faults. Both the Tijeras and Sandia faults. which intersect on the site. arc
considered capable faults (DOE 1993a).
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Sandia National Laboratories lies in the Uniform Building Code 2B seismic hazard arca.

following thunderstorms. Springs in the eastern mountains provide a perennial now in the upper

The facility is situated in a region of high seismic activity but low magnitude and intenSIty.

reaches of Tijeras Arroyo. Most of this Ilow evaporates or percolates into the soil before

Available records indicate that more than 1.100 earthquakes have occurred during the past 127

reaching Kirtland Air Force Base (DOE 1993a).

years. However. during the past century. only three have caused damage at Albuquerque.
Intensities have been as high as a Modified Mercalli Intensity of VII. which can cause dam age
(DOE 1993a).

High peak Ilows of short duration characterize noods in the area. High·intensity summer
thunderstorms produce the greatest nows. but the probability of nooding

IS

not considered hIgh

at Kirtland Air Force Base. The southeast comer of Technical Area IV and the east side of
Possible geological concerns include potential ground shaking and rupturing associaled with

Technical Area II lie within the SOO·year noodplain of Tijeras Arroyo (DOE 1993a).

regional seismic activity and the two capable faults intersecting on the site. Statistical studies
indicate that a nondamaging earthquake (Modified Mercalli Intensity less than III) may be
expected every 2 years. with a damaging event every 100 years (DOE I 993a).

Sandia National Laboratories lie within the north·south trending Albuquerque basin. The
principal aquifer of the Albuquerque basin is the Valley Fill aquifer. The Valley Fill consists of
unconsolidated and semicorlSOlidated sands. gravels. silts. and clays that vary in thickness from a

A maximum horiwntal ground surface acceleration of O.28g at Sandia National Laboratory

few feet (meters) adjacent to the mountain ranges to over 21.000 feet (6.400 meters) at a point

is estimated to result from an earthquake that could occur once every 2000 years (DOE 1994a).

5 miles (S kilometers) southwest of Kirtland Air Force Base airfield. The Valley Fill aquifer is

The seismic hazard information presented in this EIS is for general seismic hazard comparisons

considered a Class lIa aquifer. having a current source of drinking water and waters with other

across DOE sites. Potential seismic hazards for existing and new facilitie<; should be evaluated on

beneficial uses. (DOE 1993a)

a facility specific basis consistent with DOE orders and standards and site specific procedures.
The regional water table is separated by a fault complex that divides the area into a deep
3.1.3.6.5 Ai R . _ a - The climate at Sandia National Laboratories and in the

region on the west side of the complex and a shallower region on the east side. The depth to

surrounding region is characteristic of a semiarid steppe. The annual average temperature in the

groundwater ranges from SO to 100 feet (IS to 30 meters) on the east side of the fault complex

area is 56.2o F (13.4OC); temperatures vary from an average daily minimum of 22.3o F (·5.4OC) in

and from 380 to SOO feet (115 to 11SO met. rs) on the west side. Based on available data. the

January to an average daily maximum of 92.So F (33.8OC) in July. The average annual

apparent direction of groundwater now west of the fault complex is generally to the north and

precipitation is S.1 inches (20.6 centimeters) (DOE 1993a).

northwest. The direction of groundwater

now east of the fault complex typica!1y is west

toward

the fault system (DOE 1993a).

3. 1.3.6.6

W.,.,. R._a-Sandia National Laboratories are located within the

Kirtland Air Force Base on the Albuquerque East Mesa. The mesa slopes gently southwest to

3. 1.3.6. 7 Er:oIog/cM R._a-Most undeveloped lands within Technical Areas I

the Rio Grande. the primary drainage channel for the arca. The average now of the Rio Grande

and III of Sandia National Laboratories support grassland vegetation. Terrestrial wildlife using

is 1.008 cubic feet (28.5 cubic meters) per second. No perennial streams now through the Sandia

grassland habitats on Sandia National Laboratories arc typical of similar habitats in central New

National Laboratories area. The two primary surface channels at Sandia National Laboratories

Mexico. The size and diversity of wildlife populations are thought to be limited by the poor

are Tijeras Arroyo and the smaller Arroyo del Coyote. The Arroyo del Coyote joins the Tijeras

availability of water. An inventory of wildlife species on Kirtland Air Force Base (including

Arroyo to discharge into the Rio Grande approximately 5 miles (S kilometers) from the western

Sandia National Laboratories) has been recently updated (DOE 1993a).

edge of Kirtland Air F('~ce Base. Both arroyos now intermittently during spring snow melt or
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No wetland inventories have been performed for Sandia National Laboratories. and no
The estimated population dose to persons living within a 50·miles (SO·kilom eter) radius
:'-Iational Wetland Inventory maps have been published. Several springs exist on Kirlland Air
Force base. including Sol se Mete Spring. Coyote Springs. and G Spring. These are associated

surrounding the laboralOry due

10

release of gaseous radionuclido' "om laboratory o perations

from rcpo ns for a 5·ye ar period is presented below (SNl 1993. 1992. 1991. 1990. 1989). The
with ca nyons and arroyos. No springs exist in Technical Areas I through V. and none arc located

data are from all labo ratory operations. inClud ing storage of SNF.

within permincd land to which Sandia National Laboratories has access (DOE 1993a).

Potential aquatic habitat within Kirlland Air Force Base is limited to arroyos and canyons
and the few springs associated with them. The nearest major perennial aquatic habitat is the Rio
Grande. approximately 5 miles (8 kilometers) to the west (DOE 1993a).

1988

0.039 pe rson·rem

1989

0.097 person·rem

1990

0.82 person·rem

1991

0.052 person·rem

1992

0.020 person·rem

No federally listed threatened or endangered species are known to occur on Sandia
National LaboralOries. The peregrine falcon (Fa/co peregrinus). a federally and state·listed

J . 1.3.6.9 W•• ,. Mana.-n-t- Low·level radioactive waste at Sandia National

endangered species. could pot"ntially occur in the mountainous areas of Kirlland Air Fo rce Base
surrounding Sandia National Laboratories. but the likelihood is low because of the poor quality
habitat for this species. The grama grass cactus (Pediocacrus pap;racanthus). a Federal
Candidate Category 2 and state·listed endangered species. is known to occur in grasslands on
Kirlland Air Foree Base similar to those occurring on Sandia National Laboratories. The spaned
bat (Eudtnna macu/arum). also a Federal Category 2 and t tate-endangered species. has a low
probabilily oi occurrence on Sandia National Laboratories. Sandia National Laboratories lie

Laboratories is generated in both technical and remote test areas as a resul! or research and
development activities

Most of the low· level radioactive waste consislS of contaminated

equipment and combu:>tible decontamination materials and cleanup debris. All generated low·
level radioactive waste is temporarily stored at generator sites or above ground in transparlation
containers at the Technical Area III disposal site. All low· level radioactive waste packages are
currently onsite pending approval of transparl by commercial carriers offsite for burial (DOE
1993a).

within the breeding range of several Federal Candidate bird species (DOE I 993a).

3.1.3.6.8 Public #W1th.nd s."ty- The annual dose to a maximally exposed
individual due to release of gaseous radionuclides from laboratory operations from reporlS for a

Mixed wastes include radioactively contaminated oils and solvenlS and radioactively
contaminated or activated lead or other heavy metals. Other mixed wastes may be generated as
a resul! of weapo n< teslS (DOE 1993a).

5.year period is presented below (SNL 1993. 1992. 1991. 1990. 1989). The data are from all
laboratory operations. including storage of SNF.

1988

0.00034 millirem

1989

0.00088 millirem

1990

0.0020 millirem

1991

0.0014 millirem

1992

0.0034 millirem

3 .1... Argonne Natlone! Laboratory· Eaat

The Argonne National Laboratory· East stores reactor irradiated nuclear materials in the
A1pha·Gamma Hot Cell (Building 212. Wing F). the Chicago Pile 5 Building. and analytical
laboratories within Building 205. The principal mission (past and present) of the A1pha.Gamma
Hot Cell is research on the behavior of materials. fuel. and structures used in nuclear reactors.
Chicago Pile 5 houses a shut-down. heavy.water. moderated reactor whose fuel has been
removed and shipped offsite. Currently Chicago Pile 5 is in the process of being decontaminated
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and decommissioned and conlains only IwO highly enriched uranium largel (i.e .. converler)

hecta re) and abOUI 4.500 residenls--beginning some 650 yards (600 melers) easl of Ihe perimeler.

clemenls. Building 205 conlains anal)'lical laboralories Ihal perform analyses on gram quanlilleS

DuPage Counly's growth laIc has been Ihe highesl of any melropolilan Illinois counly. In 1990.

uf SNF samples coming from Ihe Alpha-Gamma HOI Cell (DOE I 993b).

Ihe 10lal number of housing unilS within region equaled 2.548.736. Cook County conlained Ihe
largesl percenlage of Ihe region's housing unils (DOC 1991b).

3. 1.4 . 1 L.nd UN. The laboralory and supporl facililies occupy aboul a 200-acre
(SI-heclalc) IraCl: 1.700 acres (688 heclares) wilhin Ihe sile perimeler are devoled 10 foresl and

Wilh ilS workforce of aboul 4.700 persons. Argonne Nalional Laboratory is one of Ihe Ihree

landscaped arcas. Thc Dupage Counly f )resl Preserve Dislricl operales 2.040-acre

largesl employers in DuPage Counly. Employees commule 10 Argonne National Laboratory

(!!26-hcclare) green bell foresl preserve. known as Ihe Walerfall Glen Foresl Preserve. which

from dislances as far as 30 miles (50 kilometers); thus the payroll is spread over a wide area.

surrounds Ihe sile. Much of Ihis foresl preserve was formerly Argonne Nalional LaboralOry

However. nearby villages. notably Lemont and Downers Grove. do house high numbers of

pro perry bUI was deeded 10 Ihe Foresl Preserve DistricI in 1973 for use as a public recrealion

Argonne National Laboratory employees. Aboul 50 percent of Argonne National Laboratory

area. nalure preserve. and demonstration forest. In Ihe past few years. a number of induslrial

employees reside within 10 miles (16 kilometers) of the site. The laboratory also purchases much

parks have been constructed 10 the nOrlh and northwest of Ihe laboralory. Also. many

of ilS utilities. oUlSide services. equipment. and supplies locally (DOC 1992).

commercial eSlablishmenlS and a large number of dwelling unilS have been construcled within a
fcw miles (kilometers) of Argonne Nalional Laboralory. Before being occupied by Argonne

Employment associated with SNF management such as routine operations of the faciliry

Nalional Laboralory. mosl of Ihe site was wooded and Ihe remaining land was used for farming

including care and periodic inventories of the SNF amounlS to about 0.5 person-years per year

(ANL-E I993a).

(Neimark 1995).

3. 1.4.2 Socioeconomic.. Argonne Nalional Laboratory is located within the Chicago

Slandard Melropolilan Slalislical Area, which comprises six Illinois and two Indiana counties

3.1.4.3 Cllltunl R••_

••. The ANL-E site has no properties designated as National

Hisloric Landmarks or listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

around Ihe soulhwesl comer of Lake Michigan. The popuialion between 1970 and 1990 in Ihe
region increased 1.l percent from 6,491.300 to 6,568.800 people. During this lime lOla I Illinois

In 1992. 26 archaeological properties had been recorded at ANL-E. One site has been

populalion increased 2.9 percent. Dala sources for this informalion include U.S. Bureau of Ihe

evaluated as being potentially eligible for the National Regisler. 19 sites are not considered

Census. Bureau of Economic Analysis. and Deparlmenl of Energy documenlS (DOC 1992).

eligible. and 6 sites have not been evaluated (ANL-E 19"3a).

The nearby areas of Will and Cook Counties have generally developed at a considerably
luwer rale than has the DuPage Counry area, excepl along the Illinois Walerway where industrial
developmenl has taken place. Included within a 5O-mile (SO-kilometer) radius are porlions

C'~

Lake and POrler Counties in Indiana. and all of DuPage. Will. Cook. Kendall. and Kane Counlies

The Illinois State Historic Preservation Agency has not evaluated tbe ANL-E site's potential
10 conlain additional unidentified archaeological or architectural resources. The potenlial of the
ANL-E site 10 contain traditional cultural resources of interest 10 N: ' ive American groups has
nOl been evalualed (ANL-E 1993a).

in Illinois (OOC 1992).
3. 1.4.4 OH/og'l. The lopography at ANL-E is generally genlly rolling; th" average

Beyond Ihe ("res I preserve at Argonne National Laboratory's perimeler. Ihe populalion
densily is low. except for a high-densiry residential area--over 15 unilS per acre (37 unilS per
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elevalion is 725 feet (221 melers) above sea level. Slopes of consequence are found only
adjacenl 10 slreams and near the soulhern edge of the site, where the fall inlo the Des Plaines
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River Valley begins (ANl· E 1993b). The geology of the Argonne National laboratory area
,"nsists of about a lOO·foot·thick (30·meter·thick) deposit of glacial till on top of dolomite

No active volcanoes are considered to be ;n the ANl· E region (Keller 1979). Therefore,
the potential for damage from volcanic activity is minimal.

bedrock. The bedrock at Argonne National laboratory is the Niagaran and Alexandrian
dolomite of Silurian age (about 400 million years old). These formations are undcrlain by
Maquokcta shale of Ordovician age. and older dolomites and sandstones of Ordovician and
Cambrian age. The beds are nearly horizontal (ANl-E 1993b).

The major soil type present at ANl· E is Morley silt loam . This soil covers approxImately
70 percent of the site. Stream valley soils, including the Askum , Peotone, and Sawmill silty clay
loams, cover approximately 15 percent of the site. urban land soils approximately 10 percent, and
other minor soils the remaining 5 percent (Mapes 1979).

The Niagaran and Alexandrian dolomite are about 200 feet (60 meters) thick in the
Argonne National laboratory area. and are widely used in DuPage County as a source of

3. 7.4 .5 Ai R••outeN. The regional climate around Argonne National laboratory is

groundwater. The Maquoketa shale separates the upper dolomite aquifer from the underlying

characterized as being continental, with relatively cold winters and hot summers. The area is

sandstone and dolomite aquifers. This shale retards hydraulic connection between the upper and

subject to frequently changing weather as storm systems move from the Great Plains toward the

lower aquifers: the lower aquif:r has a much lower piezometric level and does not appear to be

east. The weather is slightly modified by lake Michigan, which is about 22 miles (35 kilometers)

affected by pumpage from the overlying Silurian be<lrock (ANl-E 1993a).

east·northeast of the laboratory (ANl·E 1993a).

A capable fault is one that has had movement at, or near, the ground surface at least once
within the past 35,000 years or recurring movement within the past 500,000 years (10 CFR 100,

Meteorological data presented here were compiled from the National Weather Service
Station at the O'Hare International Airport in Chicago and from the meteorological tower

Appendix A). A few minor earthquakes have occurred in northern Illinois, believed to have been

operated at ANl-E. The prevailing winds for the airport are from the south and southwest with

caused by isostatic adiustments of the Earth's crust in response to glacial unloading. Several

a northeast component. The frequency of calm winds, defined as those less than 2 miles per

areas of seismic activity are present at moderate distances from ANl·E, including the New

hour (1 meter per second), was approximately 4 percent. The 1992 average wind rose for the

Madrid Fault zone in the St. louis area of southwestern Missouri, the Wabash Valley Fault zone

ANl·E site is '''ry similar to this pallern, with prevailing winds [rom the west to soutb, but with a

along the southern Illinois· Indiana border, and the Anna region of western Ohio. Ground

more significant northeast component. In 1992, the percentage of calm winds at ANl·E was

motions induced by near and distance seismic sources are elCpCcted to he minimal at the

approximately 3 percent (ANl-E 1993a).

laboratory (ANl· E I 993a).
The amount of rainfall recorded in 1992. 31.5 inches (SO.OI centimeters), was nearly
A maximum horizontal ground surface acceleration of 0.15g at Argonne National

identical to the site's historical average of 31.48 inches (79.95 centimeter). The temperatures

laboratory· East is estimated to result from an earthquake that could occur once every 2000

recorded during 1992 were also similar to the site's long.term averages. The coldest months

years (DOE 1994a). The seismic hazard information presented in this EIS is for general seismic

during 1992 were January and December, with monthly averages of 27.9°F (·2-3°C) and 28.0°F

hazard comparisons across DOE sites. Potential seismic hazards for existing and new facilities

(·2.2"C), respectively. The warmest months were July and August, with monthly averages of

should he evaluated on a facility specific basis consistent with DOE orders and standards and site

68.5°F (20.3°C) and 66.9°F (19.4°q, respectively (ANl-E 1993a).

specific procedures.
The area elCpCriences about 40 thunderstorms annually. Occasionally, these storms are
accompanied by hail, damaging winds, or tornadoes. From 1957 to 1969 there were 371
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tornadocs in the state. with more than 65 percent occurring in the spring months. The
theoretical probability of a tornado strike at Argonne ,s 8.54 x 10· each year. or a recurrence

Aow in Sawmill Creek. upstream from the ANL-E wastewater outfall. averaged 6.3 cubic
fect (0.18 cubic mete rs) per second in 1'.192. Aow in the Des Plaines River near the site is

interval of I tornado every 1.200 years. The Argonne National Laboratory site was struck by

approximately 900 feet' (25.5 meters) per second (ANL-E. 1991). In addition. ANL-E facilities

tornadocs in 1976 and 1978. with minor damage to power lines. roofs. and trees.

arc not in the 500-year Ooodplain. The Ooodplain areas are largely confined to areas within 200
fcet (61 meters) of the surface streams (ANL-E 1993a).

The State of Illinois has adopted ambient air quality standards that specii)' maximum
permissible short- and long-term concentrations of various contaminants (State of Illinois Rules
and Regulations 1992). These standards are the same as the National Ambient Air Quality

The potable and site water supplies are obtained from groundwater (ANL-E 1993b). The
first downstream location where surface water is used for drinking is at Alton. on the Mississippi

Standards for criteria pollutants (NAAQS: 40 CFR SO). In addition to standards for criteria

River. about 370 miles (595 kilometers) from ANL-E. The first downstream locat;on where

pollutants. the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency has made applicable all regulations

surface water is used for drinking is at Alton. on the Mississippi River. about 370 miles

promulgated by the EPA reiOling to National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

(595 kilometers) from ANL-E (ANL-E 1993b).

(NESHAP). under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act (40 USC 7412. 76OIa).
The ANL-E has nine National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permitted outfalls.
The ANL-E site and the surrounding counties are classified by the EPA as severe

most of which discharge directly or indirectl; to Sawmill Creek (ANL-E 1991).

nonattainment areas for the criteria pollutant ozone (a,). All other surrounding counties and
areas are in attainment of the remaining National Ambient Air Quality Standards criteria

In addition to this outfall monitoring. surface water bodies in the region are routinely

pollutants: nitrogen dioxide (NO,). sodium dioxide (SO,). lead (Pb). particulate matter less than

monitored for radioactive and nonradioactive parameters. In 1990. measurable levels of

10 microns in diameter (PM,.) and carbon monoxide (CO) (with the exception of the Lyons

americium-241. californium-249. californium-252. ccsium-137. curium-242. curium-244. neptunium-

Township in southeast Chicago. which is listed as a moderate non attainment area for PM,.)

237. plutonium-238. plutonium-239. strontium-90. and tritium were detected in Sawmill Creek

(ANL-E 1993b).

downstream from the only small fraction of the DOE-derived concentration guides for water
(DOE Order 5400.5). Dilution in the Des Plaines River reduced the concentration of the

3.1.4.6

W.,., R._a_

measured radionuclides to levels below their respective detection limits. Streams sediments in
the ANL-E region are routinely sampled for radionuclides at 3 onsite and 100rrsite locations.

SurfllCe

w.ter - The ANL-E is in the Des Plaines River drainage basin 24 miles (39 kilometers)

These samples are not routinely analyzed for chemical constituents (ANL-E 1991).

west of Lake Michigan and is on tbe nortbern margin of the Des Plaines River valley. The
largest onsite stream is SawmiU Creek. which originates north of the site and enters the Des
Plaines River about \.25 miles (2.01 kilometers) southeast from the center of the site. Two small

Grou ......ter - The ANL-E vicinity uses two principal aquifers for its water supply. The
upper aquifer is tbe Niagara and Alexandria dolomite. which is about 200 feet (61 meters) thick

streams originate onsite and combine to form Freund Brook. which discharges into a Sawmill

in the region and has a potentiometric surface between SOO and 100 feet (152 and 30 meters)

Creek. Most of ANL-E is drained by Freund Brook. The Des Plaines River Oows southwest

below ground (ANL-E 1993b). Water Oows through this unit in a southern direction (ANL-E

about 30 miles (48 kilometers) until it joins with the Kankakee River to form the Illinois River

1991). No aquifers in the region are considered sole source

(ANL-E 1993a). As noted in NaMfllJ/lV'rJd and Sullie Ri"m SYSltm. CNumbtr 1992 (USGS.

Water Act regulations (EPA 1994).

aquif~

sunder tbe Safe Drinking

1992) the ANL-E region has no federally designated wild and scenic rivers.
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The ANl-E receives its potable water supply from four wells in the Niagara dolomite
aquife r. These wells are approximately 300 feet (91 meters) deep and provide hard water that

larvae. and midge larvae. Few fISh are present due to the low summer Oows and high
temperatures. Wetlands include a callail marsh and wooded swamp habitat (ANl-E I993b).

requires treatment before use (ANl-E 1993b). Treated sanitary and laboratory wastewater from
ANl-E arc combined a nd discharged into Sawmill Creek. This efOuent ave raged 0.83 million
gallons (3.1 million liters) per day (ANl-E 1993a).

An opinion rendered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service indicated that the only federally
listed endangered or threatened vertebrate species likely to be present in the vicinity of the
Argonne National laboratory site is the Indiana bat (Miotis sodalis). An unconfirmed capture of

Groundwater is monitored for radioactive and nonradioactive parameters at 32 ANl-E
locations. Groundwater in the four onsite drinking water wells is also monitored for radioactive

an Indiana bat in nearby waterfall Glen Forest Preserves indicates that the bat may occur on the
ANl-E site. In addition. a September 1980 updated of the "Red Book" for the North-Central

a nd nonradioactive parameters. as required by the Safe Drinking Water Act. In 1990. all results

Region lists the federally endangered bald eagle (Ha/ioeerus leucocephalus) as wintering in nearby

were less than the limits established by the Safe Drinking Water Act except for elevated levels of

Will County. Both American and Arctic subspecies of the peregrine falcon (Falco pe~

total dissolved solids and turbidity. The average concentration of tritium was approximately 1

anatum and F. p. twulrius) and Kirtland 's warbler (Dendroica lcinlondii) migrate through

percent of the EPA Primary Drinking Water Standard of 20.000 picocuries per liter. One well

northeastern Illinois and thus might occasionally be found on or near the Argonne National

was removed from service in 1990 (ANl-E 1991).

laboratory site. All three of these bird taxa are on the Federal endangered species list (ANl-E
I 993b).

3. 1.4. 1 Ef:oIotIIuI R . - . The Argonne National laboratory site lies within the
Prairie Peninsula Section of the Oak· Hickory Forest Region. The Prairie Peninsula is a mosaic
of oak forest. oak openings. and tall-grass prairie occurring on glaciated parts of Illinois.

At least two plant species proposed for Federal endangered/threatened designation are
known to occur in counties near the Argonne National laboratory site and therefore might be

northwest Indiana. southern Wisconsin. and parts of other states. Forests in the Argone National

present here. These are ThismiD americana . found on wet prairies in Cook County; and PlanJago

laboratory-East regton are predominantly oak hickory. Other forested areas consist of sugar

cordata. a plant of wet woodlands recorded in Will County (ANI,E 1993b).

maple. red oak. and basswood (ANl-E 1993a).

3. 1.4.8 fIubIIc Hwlth .1Id s."'ty. The highest annual dose received by an offsite
The mixture of vegetational communities (open fields. deciduous forests. pine plantations.
wetlands. and mowed rights-of-way). coupled with a large degree of protection from human

resident from a combination of the separate airborne and direct exposure pathways from the
most recent reports for a S-year period is presented below (ANI,E 1993•• 1992, 1991. 1990.

intrusion. makes the Argonne National laboratory site an effective refuge for many species of

1989). The annual d'l5CS are only a fraction of the DOE Public Dose limit of 100 millirem per

animals. These animals are characteristically found in open fields. forests. and forest-edge

year. The data are from all laboratory operations. including storage of SNF.

communities in the Midwest Also other bird species use the Argonne National Laboratory site
as a stopover during spring and fall migrations. By far. the most numerous animals on the site

1988

0.66 millirem

are the small invertebrates (ANl-E 1993b).

1989

0.49 m iUirem

The site is inhabited by fallow deer. (lJdma dama). eastern collontail rabbit. opossum.
raccoon and squirrels. Although fallow deer have several color varieties. only the white variety

1990

0.41 millirem

1991

0.29 millirem

1992

0_34 m iUirem

occurs at Argonne. Invertebrate fauna consist primarily of dipteran larvae. crayfISh. caddisOy
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The total annual population dose to the entire area within a SO-mile (SO-kilometer) radius

3.2 Domestic Research Reactors

of the laboratory for a 5.year period is presented below (ANL·E 1993a. 1992. 1991. 1990. 1989).
The d' ta arc from all laboratory operations. including storage of SNF.

The environments of domestic research reactors that may be affected by SNF activities are
described in this section. Representative environments of sites generating and storing SNF arc

1988

25 person-rem

1989

17 person· rem

1990

15 person-rem

1991

15 person-rem

1992

17 person·rem

3.1.4.9 W•• ,. MMM.-n-t. Activities conducted at ANL-E generate a variety of

radioactive and hazardous waste streams (DOE 1994b).

described as a basi.. for assessing the 57 reactor sites identified in Subsection 2.1.2. This
approach was selected to permit enveloping the characteristics of the large number of sites
covered. Addit ionally. it is recognized that the programmatic SNF analyses in this EIS are not
intended to be site specific. Site.specific environmental information has already been presented
to the NRC and analyzed as pan of the facility licensing process.
Domestic research reactors are located in a wide variety of environmental settings. ranging
from relatively densely populated urban areas to ruraVsemirural university campuses and
industrial parks. To provide reasonably representative descriptiom of potentially affected

The ANL·E reports 10 mixed waste streams in the inventory of operations waste. Of these.
eight are low· level mixed w.!Ste streams and two arc mixed transuranic waste streams. The
ANL-E currently stores about 2.5 cubic yards (1.9 cubic meters) of mixed transuranic waste and

environments for these diverse installatiom. environmental information has been provided for
5 of the 11 Category 1 reactor sites. 'These fIVe reactor sites encompass the diverse range of
reactor types and power level as well as diverse environmental setting.

projects that 2.1 yards' (\.6 meters') of addilionaltransuranic wastes will be generated through
the end of 1997. This waste will be processed as necessary (characterized. repackaged.
immobilized) to meet the waste acceptance criteria of the Waste OOlation Pilot Plant
(DOE 1993e).

As reponed in 1988. there were a total of 268 personnel working at tbe 11 Category I

reactors (ANS 1988). This number incloded operators. experimenting scientists. and suppon
personnel. While not their main occupation. pan of the duties of tbe operators and some
suppon personnel include tasks associated with refaeling. storing. inventorying. packaging. and

The ANL-E has no facilities for treating low-level mixed waste and transuranic waste.

shipping SNF.

ANL-E currently stores about 125 cubic yards (96 meters') of low-level transuranic waste. which
includes low-level waste and tramuranic waste reclassified as low-level tramuranic waste.
Roughly 30 meters' (39 cubic yards) of low·level transuranic waste are projected to be generated
through the end of 1997 (DOE 1993e).

Environmental information is provided for those facilities whose ability to store SNF is
limited when compared to their fuel bumup rate. For those orerating facilities possessing
adequate storage for their SNF. projected to be generated through 2035. there would be no
incremental impacts on the surrounding environment. Accordingly. no environmental analyses

Two major. unused facilities at ANL-E are undergoing environmental restoration. The

have been perfurmed and no information is provided in this section.

Laboratory expects to complete removal of the Experimental Boiling Water Reactor vessel by
the end of Ftseal Year 1995 and to complete the conversion of the CP-5 reactor building to an
interim safe storage condition during Ftseal Year 1994 (DOE 19931).

The environmental information for each of these reactors has been presented as pan of
their license applications to the NRC and has been assessed by that agency as pan of tbe
licensing process for each facility. The environmental impacts of expanded storage of SNF at
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these facilities arc expected to be minimal (ahhough other elTects on the institutions themselves
may be extensive). Information on environmental factors that are not affected by the activities of
storing SNF at these sites (including cuhural rcsources. aesthetic and scenic rcsources. ecological
resources. noise. traffic and transportation. utilities and energy. materials and waste management)

vessel-type reactor. 'llIe National Institute of Standards and Technology reactor received an
Atomic Energy Commission provisional license

In

1961 to operate at \0 MW. On May 16. 19!!4.

the NRC upgraded the National Institute of Standards and Technology research reactor license
to operate for 20 years at up to 20 MW (NRC 198.;).

is not provided in this document.
The spent fuel storage pool. located in the basement of the confinement building. is used to
Data on the calculated doses to the general public resuhing from emuents from NRC
licensed research reactors is not available. since their license and reporting requirements were
not the same as those for DOE facilities. At the time of the reports (1981-1993). the emuent
release limits in \0 CFR 20 (specified as maximum permissible concentrations) were based on a
dose limit of 500 millirem per year to a hypothetical member of the public. 'llIe conservative
assumptions made in calculating the \0 CFR 20 concentration limits were that the person only

store spent fuel under fohered . demineralized water until the fuel is shipped offsite. A spent-fuel
storage pool cooling system is installed to dissipate the decay heat [rom elements stored in the
pool. Storage racks are provided to store both full fufo: elements and cut fuel pieces in a defined
geometry. Boral or stainless steel spacers are placed between elements as required to control
criticality. The storage rack arrangement ensures that the fuel in the pool remains suberitical
(NRC 1983).

drank the water and breathed the air released from the licensed facility. The licensed rescarch
reactors proved to the NRC that the dose limit of 500 millirem per year for the general public
was being met by maintaining the release concentrations at the site boundary below the
maximum permissible concentration limits specified in 10 CFR 20. In reality. thl' actual do~e
received by any member of the public was well below the prescribed limit of 500 millirem per
year because I) no individual drinks the water discharged in the sewer systems from these
facilities. 2) no individual stands at the closest downwind location for 24 hours a day. 365 days a
year. and 3) the radioactivity concentrations at the site boundary are well below the
concentration limits.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology site is a 516-acre tract of land in upper
Montgomery County. Maryland. approximately 1 mile (\.6 kilometers) southwest of the City of
Gaithersburg. Maryland. According to the 1990 census. the population of Gaithershurg was
39.542 (Rand 1992). The general are. 1 is a combination lIf rl:';dential and rural. The nearest
population centers are Gaithersburg. adjacent to the site. and Rockville. 5 miles (8 kilometers)
southeast of the site. The National Institute of Standards and Technology site is located
approximately 20 miles (32 kilometers) northwest of the center of the District of Columbia. The
National Institute of Standards and Technology campus is bounded on the east by a major
interstate highway (1-210). on the north and west by Maryland Route 124. and on the southeast

As of 1993. licensed research reactors are required to meet the dose limits specified by the

EPA in 40 CFR 61 of 10 millirem per year to the maximum exposed individual from airborne
emuents. In addition. as of 1994. the licensed research reactors are required to comply with the
new 10 CFR 20. in which exposure to any member of the public from all pathways is limited to

by Muddy Branch Road. The area adjacent to the reactor building is occupied by a parking lot.
the reactor cooling tower. and roads. Thus. the area within a 500-foot (152-meter) radius of the
reactor building stack is not readily available for the construction of new buildings. and planning
for future development of the National Institute of Standards and Technology site does not

100 millirem per year.

include any new buildings within 500 feet (152 mete: ) of the reactor stack. The site boundary

3 .2.1 Ne1ionallnsdtute of Standards end Tac:hnoIogy Re_rch Reector

(0.4 kilometer) southwest of the reactor. The nearest offsite residential or commercial housing is

nearest to the National Institute of Standards and Technology reactor is approximately 0.25 mile

about 1.500 feet (451 meters) to the southeast of the reactor (NRC 1983).
The National Institute of Standards and Technology research reactor. formerly known as the
National Bureau of Standards Reactor. is a highly enriched. heavy-water-cooled and moderated
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During the period 19S5-I967. 28 tornadoes were reported in a 2 degree latitude.longitude
s4uJre containing the site. The computed recurrence mterval for a tornado at the National

3 .2 .2 Maaaaehu..tts IMtitut. of Technology R....reh Reeetor

Institute of Standards and Technology site is about 2000 years. Numerous tropical storms.
tornadoes and hur.ica nes have affected the area. In the period from 1871 to 1978. about
20 tornadoes or hurricanes have passed within 100 miles (160 kilometers) of the site (NRC 1983).

The Massachusetts Instil'lle of Technology Reactor is a tank-type. light-water cooled and
moderated. heavy.water renectcd. plate fu~l . research and training reactor. The Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Reactor received its S MW operating license June 9. 1958 and originally

There is no known maior faull in the . ite vicinity (Seismic Zone I). There is no known
relationship between mapped faults and the moderate seismicity in the region. The maximum

was designed

10

have a heavy-water moderated and cooled core utilizing curved plate-type fuel

clements. highly enriched in uraniur:1-23S. The major revision (f the core design occurred in
1970 (MIT 1981. 1970).

pOlential earthquake for the area was estimated to resull in a maximum ground acceleration of
0.07 g at the ructor site. The effects of stresses developed by 0.1 g earthquake loadings have
been evaluated. and it was demonstrated that the confinement building and re, :or equipment

The reactor building is a steel. gas-tight. 70-foot (21.3-meter) internal diameter. SO-foot
(IS.2-meter) high. domed right cylinder with 2-foot (O.6-meter) thick concrete shielding walls on

would remain intact and maintain their capability (NRC 1983).

the inside. The reactor building basement contains an 8-foot (2.4-meter) diameter. 20-foot-deep
A summary of the radioactive material relea.ed in airborne and

I~luid

effiuents from the

National Institute of Standards and Tcchnolo~ from the most recent reports for a S-year period

(6-meter-deep) spent fuel storage tank of demineralized water. The containment building has an
air conditioning and mulliple filler ventilation system which exhausts to a ISO-foot (46-meter)
stack.

is presented below (NIST 1993. 1992. 1991. 1990. 19tI9).
Irradiated fuel elements can be stored in any of the following locations:
Year

1988

A" horne effiuents

Liquid effiuel,ts into
sanitary sewer

Argon-41

Tritium

Tritium

Other betagamma emitters

900Ci

3~Ci

S.I Co

0.0026 Ci

1989

328 Ci

46ICi

2.9 Ci

0.0039 Ci

1990

687 Ci

309Ci

2.2 Ci

0.0011 Ci

a)

b)

In the reactor core

In the cadmium-lined fuel storage ring (holds 27 SNF elernents) attached to the now
shroud. or brieny in a three-element rack in the core tdnk used during transfers of
spent fuel out of the core tank

1991

971 Ci

251 Ci

1.8Ci

0.0016 Ci

1992

66S Ci

3S1 Ci

I.S Ci

0.0004 Ci

c)
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In 22 steel-lined dry storage holes. S inches (13 centimeters) in diameter. on the
reactor top biological shield

d)

In the spent fuel storage tank in the basement of the reactor buil,ju.g

c)

In the fuel element transfer nask or other proper shield within the controlled area.
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The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Reactor is located a few blocks northwest of the
main Massachusetts Institute of Technology campus in Cambridge. Massachusetts and less than

o nly to the sanitary sewer serving the facility. All rele•.ses were in accordance with Technical
Specifications 3.8-1 and 10 CFR 20. All activities were substantially below the limits specified in

2.000 feet (610 meters) from the Charles River. which separates Cambridge from Boston.

\0 CFR 20.303. Gaseous radioactivity is discharged to the atmosphere from the containment

According to the 1990 census. Cambridge had a population of 95.802 (Rand 1992). The MIT

building exhaust stack. All gaseo us releases were in accordance with the Technical Specifications

Reactor is located in the midst of a heavily industrialized section of Cambridge. The site

and all nuclides were below the limits of 10 CFR 20. The information is reported by rascal year.

measures approximately 280 feet in length by I SO feet in width (85 meters by 46 meters). Boston

from July I of the previous year to June 30 of the current year.

and Albany Railroad tracks. used exclusively for freight tramc. run parallel to the back of the
reactor exclusion area. Although the site boundary comes nearest to the reactor on the side
facing the railroad tracks. the closest point of normal public occupancy near the site boundary

IS

Year

Airborne
effiuents

Liquid effiuents
into sanitary sewer

on the Albany Street side at approximately 120 feet (37 meters). (MIT 1970)

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Metcorology Department has stated that

Argon-41

Tritium

Other betagamma emitters
0.0011 Ci

1988

2627 Ci

0.071 Ci

conditions for the reactor site sbould vary only slightly from tbose at Logan Airport in east

1989

1529Ci

O.I07Ci

0.0034 Ci

Boston. The area atmospheric conditiol'S vary from highly stable situations with light winds to

1990

543 Ci

0.059 Ci

O.022OCi

1991

684Ci

0.115 Ci

0.0071 Ci

1992

728 Ci

0.023 Ci

0.0\37 Ci

unstable periods with strong winds in

ClICCS$

of 47 miles (75.6 kilometers) per hour. Water

drainage from the reactor site is into the Charles River and on into Boston Harbor and
Massachusetts Bay. TI,e drainage in tnis section of Cambridge is such that after a recordbreaking 20 inches (0.5 meter) of rain fell in 48 hours, the Charles River did not overflow its

3.2 .3 Univerlity of MllIOuri/CoIumbi. "'...rch R•• .:tor

banks. nor was the area inundated (MIT 1970).
The Cambridge area lies in the Boston Basin which has been relatively free of earthquakes

The University of Missouri/Columbia Research Reactor is a 10 MW tank in pool light water

in the past I SO years but had several earthquakes in the preceding centuries. The region is

moderated and cooled research reactor. 1be reactor uses plate-type fuel containing 93 percent

located in Seismic Zone 2. 1be most severe shock with a probable epicenter near Cambridge

enriched uranium-235. The core forms an annular fuel region which is pressurized and cooled by

occurred in 1755 with a Rossi-Forel intensity of 9 (equivalent to Modified Mercalli Intensity IX

forced convection. 1be University of Missouri/Columbia Research Reactor received its operating

or X). Partial or total destruction of some buildings occurred. Since 1817. no earthquake with a

" :cnse October II, 1966 and initially operated at 5 MW. The reactor power was increased to

Rossi-Forel intensity of more than 5 (equivalent to Modified Mercalli Intensity VI) has been

IJ MW in 1974 (UMC 1965; NRC 1991b).

reported near Boston (MIT 1970).
The reactor is housed in a rave-level, poured-<:oncrete, gas-tight containment building which
A summary of the radioactive material released in airborne and liquid effiuents from the

is in the center of the Research Reactor Facility, a one-level building of poured-<:oncrete. block

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Research Reactor from the most recent reportS for a 5-

and brick construction. The reactor vessel is located eccentrically within an open pool 10 feet

yea r perioo ;S presented below (MIT 1992, 1991. 1990. 1989, 1988). Liquid radioactive wastes

(3 meters) in diameter and 30 feet (9 mett'rs) deep. Permanent SNF storage is provided within

generated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Research Reactor fadlity are discharged

the biological shield. in a pool separated from the reactor by a massive submerged concrete weir
(UMC 1965).
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The University of Missouri/Columbia Research Reactor currently has 44 fuel elements in
the core. 20 SNF elements in wet storage and none in dry storage. Without offsite shipment of

period is presented below (UMC 1992, 1991 , 1990. 1989. 1988). The information is reported by
fiscal year, from July 1 of the previous year to June 30 of the current year.

SNF. the University of Missouri/Columbia Research Reactor's storage capacity of 120 elements
would be filled by June 1996. Before this could occur. NRC approval would be required to raise
the reactor's uranium -235 possession limit above 165 pounds (75 kilograms). Increased SNF

Year

llquid effiuents into
sanitary sewer

Airborne effiuents

storage o pacity could be achieved by reracking and building a new wet-storage area within the
reactor building. However. there are no plans to expand the current SNF

stom~e

capacity

(Jentz 1993).
The University of Missouri/Columbia Research Reactor Facility is located within the 85-acre
(0.344-square-kilometer) Research Park about I mile (\.6 kilometers) southwest of the main
campus of the University of Missouri. south of the main business district of the city of Columbia.

Other betagamma emillers

Argon-41

Tritium

1988

813 Ci

14.5 Ci

0.077 Ci

O,OO8OCi

1989

920Ci

2.8 Ci

0.0352 Ci

0.008S Ci

1990

590 Ci

2.3 Ci

0.555 Ci

0.0385 Ci

1991

520 Ci

15.0Ci

O.I600Ci

0.02S0 Ci

1992

440Ci

0.73 Ci

0.2094 Ci

0.0488 Ci

Tritium

Boone County. Missouri. According to the 1990 census. the population of Columbia was 69.101
(Rand 1992). The nearest permanent residence is approximately 1.000 feet (305 meters) from
the reactor. There are a number of smaU industrial activities in the area. but for the county,
agriculture is the

Ie~ding

3.2.4 Unlver8ity of Mlchlg." Ford NucI..r Re8ctor

activity.
The University of Michigan's Ford Nuclear Reactor is a pool-type heterogeneous

Wind speeds up to SO miles (SO kilomcters) per hour are not uncommon at Columbia.
Ninety-four-mile-per·hour (151-kilometer·per·hour) winds have an average recurrence interval of

2-megawall-thermal reactor that is light-water cooled and moderated. The Ford Nuclear Reactor
has been operated since 1957 and received a 20-year license renewal from the NRC on July 29,

100 years: winds of 105 miles (169 kilometers) per hour have an average recurrence interval of

1985 (NRC 1985c). Its principal function is for teaching, research, activation, and experiments

200 years. The frequency of tornadoes is so low that it is difficult to estimate the probability of

(NRC I98Sd).

the event. In most of the Midwest, there are an average 2.5 tornadoes per year in a
10,000 square-mile (ZS,900-square-kilometer) area. Surface drainage from the site moves south

The reactor is located in a windowless, four-story reinforced concrete building that is

to enter Hinkson Creek. which drains to Perche Creek and then to the Missouri River

avproximately a 70-foot (2\.3-meter) cube. The reactor room, designed to restrict leakage. is

(UMC 1961).

equipped with its own ventilation system and exhaust stack (NRC 1985d).

Columbia's position within the stable area of Missouri (Seismic Zone 1) anti the seismic
history of the area indicate that the probability of seismic damage to the area is extremely low.

The Ford Nuclear Reactor site situated on the North Campus, which is about 1.75 miles
(2.8 kilometers) northeast of the old University of Michigan campus. The North Campus is a
tract of nearly 900 acres (3.64 square kilometers). approximately \.5 miles (2.4 kilometers)

A summary of the radioactive material released in airborne and liquid effiu<.nts from the
University of Missouri/Columbia Research Reactor from the most recent reports for a 5-year

northeast of the center of Ann Arbor. According to the 1990 census. the population of the city
of Ann Arbor was 109,592 (Rand 1992). The University of Michigan controls aU the land within
1500 feet (457 meters) of the reactor site, with the exception of a smaU portion of the highway
right-of-way along Glacier Way to the southeast and the Atborcrest Cemetery, located 800 fect
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(244 meters) to the east of the site. The reactor exclusion area consists of all the land 500 fcct

Michigan Basin area. in general. is considered to have had no more than 0-3 earthquakes per

(152 meters) to the east. 1000 feet (305 meters) to the west and north. and 1200 feet

4.500 square miles (11.660 square kilometers) of Modified Mercalli Intensity III or greater. A

(366 meters) to the south (NRC 1985d).

seismicity map developed by the Geological Survey of the State of Michigan shows that for the
time period from 1872-1967. only 34 earthquakes were felt (reported) in the entire State of

The reactor building and the contiguous Phoenix Memorial Laboratory are locatcd ncar the
center of the North Campus area. The following guidelines were used by the university IR

Michigan. A U.S. Geological Survey seismicity map of the State of Michigan shows a total of
83 earthquakes in the state since 1872. The nearest of these to Ann Arbor (March 13. 1978;

developing the North Campus area: (I) only laboratory and research buildings will be

Modified Mercalli Intensity IV) was about 30 miles (48 kilometers) away. Only six earthquakes

constructed within 50 feet (15 meters) of the reactor and (2) no housing or other buildings

have been reported within 60 miles (96 kilometers) of Ann Arbor. The risk of damage from

containing housing facilities will be erected withlR 1500 feet (457 meters) of the rear to: .

earthquakes to well-designed structures is relatively low lor the Ann Arbor area. In addition. the

Therefore. all buildings. except the reactor and laboratory buildings. are generally occupied

earthquake intensity/magnitude potential is relatively low for the Michigan region. and there are

during normal school hours only. The closest permanent residences are about 1500 feet

no known structures in the Ann Arbor area capable of causing earthquakes (NRC 1985d).

(457 meters) from the Ford Nuclear Reactor facility (NRC 1985d).
A summary of the radioactive material released in airborne and liquid effiuents from the
The heaviest rainfall intensity occurs in connection with thundershower activity. and the
heaviest recorded 24-hour period of rainfall was approximately 5 inches (13 centimeters). Hourly

Ford Nuclear Reactor from the most recent reports for a 5-year period is presented below
(UMI 1994. 1993. 1992. 1991 . 1990).

intensities as high as 1.2 inches (3 centimeters). occur with a frequency of once every 2 years.
Average annual snowfall is 30.2 inches (76.7 centimeters.). Annual totals have ranged from 13 to
54 inches (33 to 137 centimeters). The heaviest recorded snowfall for a single day was 6.2 inches

Year

Airborne
effiuents

Liquid effiuents into
sanitary sewer

(15.7 centimeters). The highest wind velocity recorded in the Ann Arbor area was 60 miles per

-----

hour (27 meters per second). Michigan lies at the northeastern edge of the nation's maximum

Argon-41

Tritium

Other betagamma emitters

frequency belt for tornadoes. For the past decade. Michigan has averaged nine tornadoes per

1989

31 Ci

0.051 Ci

0.18Ci

year. 90 percent of which have been in the southern half of the lower peninsula (NRC 1985d).

1990

35Ci

0.069 Ci

O.48Ci

O.079Ci

0.11 Ci

The University of Michigan Ann Arbor site. within the Central Stable Region. is
characterized by a relatively low level of seismic activity (Seismic Zone I). Recent

1991

41 Ci

1992

39Ci

No discharges

1993

39Ci

No discharges

interpretations of geopbysical investigations suggest that dirrerent areas of the Central Stable
Region ellhibit different levels of seismic activity. For instance. Barstow et al. developed an
earthquake frequency map for the eastern United States that places Ann Arbor in a zone where

3 .2 .6 Univer8ity of T.... TAIGA

8-15 earthquakes per 4500 square miles (11.660 square kilometers). with Modified Mercalli
Intensities of III or greater. have occurred during the time period 1800-1977. The Anna. Ohio.

The University of Texas General Atomic TRIGA Mk-II Reactor replaces an earlier TRIGA

location experienced a frequency of 32-63 earthquakes per 4500 square miles (11.660 square

Mk-I reactor which had been in operation on the main campus in Austin. Texas since 1963. The

kilometers) with Modified Mercalli Intensity III or greater for the same time period. The

TRIGA Mk-II is a \.I MW heterogeneous. pool-type reactor incorporating solid uranium zirconium hydride fuel-moderator elements with an enrichment of 19.7 percent uranium-235.
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The University of Texas llUGA core is similar to most other TRIGA reactors operated

aseismic. The Austin region has experienced three (recorded) eanhquakes within a SO-mile

throughout the world as well as the United States.

(92.6-kilometer) radius since the late nineteenth century:

II received its NRC operating license on

January 17. 1992 (NRC 1985a. 1992).
May I. 1873--Manor earthquake with epicentral Modified Mercalli Intensity III-IV
The University of Texas TRIGA Mk-JI Reactor facility is housed in the Nuclear Engineering
Teaching Laboratory on the east cract of the Oalcones Research Center about 7 miles

January 5. 1887--Paige "anhquake with epicentral Modified Mercalli Intensity V

(11.3 kilometers) nonh of the University of Texas main campus. in the City of Austin. Travis
County. Acolrding to the 1990 census. the City of Austin had a population of 465.622 (Rand

October 9. 1902--Creedmore eanhquake with epicentral Modified Mercalli Intensity

1992). Re.ldential areas are located from 0.8 to 1.3 miles (1.3 to 2.1 kilometers) from the

IV·V.

reactor facility. Most areas adjacent to the research center are developed for mixed commercial
and industrial activities. Major activities in the area are from the University of Texas main

Other regions in central and east Texas have experienced eanhquakes of epicencral Modified

campus at Austin and the State of Texas government and the business district of the City of

Mercalli Intensity V and possibly VI. Damage from an Modified Mercalli Intensity VI

Austin (NRC 1985a).

eanhquake is limited to cracked plaster and damage to chimneys. Structures of good design do
not begin to experience damage from intensities below Modified Mercalli Intensity VU.

Destructive wind and damaging hailstorms are infrequent. On rare occasions. dissipating

Therefore. when state-of-the-an engineering practices for general structures of common design

tropical storms affect the city with strong winds and heavy rains. Tornado activity at the site is

are adhered to. seismic excitations from eanhquakes of Modified Mercalli Intensities V or VI are

roughly one event per year per 1000 square miles (2.600 square kilometers). or 4 x 10· per year

not expected to affect the integrity of the reactor (NRC 1985a).

for an area of 333 square feet (30.8 square meters). which is roughly equal to the general site
area. Water drainage at the immediate site is primarily related to the potential but temporary
occurrence of extreme rainfall rates. Surface water runoff from the Oalcones Research Center

The University of Texas TRIGA reactor recently became operational. with its first criticality
occurring in March 1992. There is no history of releases and exposure' . for this reactor.

site is drained into the Shoal Creek Watershed except for the extreme nonheast region of the
site. which drains into the Walnut Creek watershed. The fac ility is located in the nonheast site

3.3 Nuclear Power Plant Spent Nuclear Fuel

region with drainage into the Walnut Creek watershed. II is situated at an elevation well above
the local area flood plain. and is located nearly equidistant 0.5 mile (0.8 kilometer) from the
drainage easements of both watersheds. Thus no significant general site area flooding is
anticipated (NRC 1985a).

In this section. the environments of three facilities housing power reactor SNF to be
managed by DOE are described. 1bese facilities are the West Valley Demonstration Project in
New York State; the Fan St. Vrain SNF Storage Facility in Colorado; and the B&W Research
Technology Center in

The University of Texas TRIGA reactor site is located in a zone where no damage from
earthquakes is expected (Seismic Zone 1). This does not mean. however. that the area is

Vir~ia.

General environmental concerns related to these facilities and

their operation have been addressed either during their initial licensing/permitting activities or
during a subsequent amendment process. Information on environmental factors that are not
uniformly available in existing NEPA documentation for all three sites (noise. traffic. utilities and
energy. and waste management) are not provided in this document
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3 .3.1 Welt Valley Demonstration Project

Demonstration Project site consislS of a nO-acre (SS-hectare) tract which is located in the center
of the 3.34S-acre (1,341 -hectare) Western New York Nuclear Service Center. (WVNS 19928).

The West Valley Demonstration Project consislS of numerous structures and facilities . The
Fuel Receiving & Storage facility. located adjacent to the original fuel reprocessing plant. is
where SNF management activities at the West Valley Demonstration Project are currently
performed. The Fuel Receiving & Storage facility consislS of the following buildings and systems
(WVNS 1993).

3.3. 1. 1 und UN. Regional land use is predominantly agricultural, with some scattered
residential areas. The communities of West Valley. Riceville. Ashford. Hollow. and the village of
Springville are located within Smiles (8 kilometers) of the West Valley Demonstration Project.
The proximity of the city of Buffalo, Lake Erie, and Lake Ontario inlluence land use patterns in
the region (WVNS 19928).

Fuel Receiving & Storage Building . This building contains the spent fuel pool. cask
unloading pool, cask decontamination area. r.ask and fuel handling equipment. and the
spent fuel pool water treatment system .

3_3.1.2

~.

The West Valley Demonstration Project 'lmprises Cattaraugus

and Erie Counties in the State of New York. These counties collectively account for 96 percent
of the site's employee residential distribution. Most West Valley Demonstration Project

The water treatment system maintains a water quality that ensures visual clarity for
underwater operations and that degradation of the SNF is minimized.

employees live in Eric County. Total employment in the region increased 14.4 percent between
1970 and 1990. During the same period, total population in the region decreased 12.2 percent.
Personal income in 1990 for Cattaraugus and Erie County residenlS was $13.698 and $18,30S,

The spent fuel pool provides shielding from irradiated fuel and ensures that stored

respectively (DOC 1992). The total number of housing unilS within the region is 438,970.

assemblies are maintained in a critically safe geometry. The pool is about 30 years old
and was not designed with a liner or a leak detection system. nor were the fuel racks
designed to withstand a design-basis eanhquake.

The number of regular employees working at West Valley Demonstration Project is 1050
personnel. Employment associated with SNF management at West Valley amounlS to 9 personyears per year (Connors I99S).

Radwaste Process Building - This building houses the equipment for the Radwaste
Treatment System. including the high integrity containers used to store spent resins
and filter media. as well as shields for tbose containers.

Recirculation Ventilation Building - This building houses the ventilation equipment for
the Fuel Receiving 4< Storage building including fans. filters. heaters. chiller. and
controls.

3.3. 1.3

C~

R_ _ The cultural resources of 360 acres (14S hectares) that may

be affected by future West VaUey Demonstration Project Plans andlor West Valley
Demonstration Project completion and Western New York Nuclear Service Center closure have
been investigated. No recorded extant historic structures are located within or adjacent to the
study area. but seven recorded prehistoric sites are within a \.S-milc (2.4-kilometer) radius of the
study area described below. There are no structures or prehistoric sites within the study area nor

The Western New York Nuclear Service Center is located in the town of Ashford,
Cattaraugus County, in rural western New York State. approximately 31 miles (SO kilometers)
south of Buffalo and 24.S miles (40 kilometers) inland (east) of Lake Eric. The West Valley

within the town of Ashford that are listed on the New York State Register of Historic Places or
the National Register of Historic Places (WVNS 1994).

3.3.1." A ..rhetlt: and St:etrIt: " - . The natural landscape in the area consislS of
rolling wooded hillsides. a mix of actively used agricultural flClds. inactive farm flClds revening to
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brush. and rural homesites. Large ponions of the Western New York Nuclear Service Center

not compare well. thereby indicating that BulTalo airpon is not representative for predicting

are relatively undisturbed and consist of a mixture of abandoned agricultural area. in va rio us

conditio ns at the West Valley Demonstration Project.

stage. o f ecolo9;cal succession. forested tracts. and wetland. joined by transitional ecoto nes. The
terrain in the area of the Western New York Nuclear Service Center is not unique in term. of
la nd form •. vegetation. expanses of water. or land use (WVNS 1993).

The sta te of New York has adopted national ambient air quality standards. The West
Valley Demonstration Project is in a Oass II Prevention of Significant Deterioration area. The
nearest Class I Prevention of Significant Deterioration area is the Edwin B. Forsyth National

3.3. f .5 Geology. The West Valley Demonstration Project is located within the

Wildlife Refuge. approximately 300 miles (483 kilometers) southeast of the site.

Cattaraugus highlands. which is a transitional zone between the Appalachian Plateau Province
and the Great Lakes Plain (WVNS 1993).

3.3. f. 7

W.,.,R_ •. The West Valley Demonstration Project is located in the

Cattaraugus Creek drainage basin. which is pan of the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence watershed.
No fold or fault of any consequence is recogniJ.Cd within the site. The Clarendon-unden

All surface drainage from the West Valley Demonstration Project is to Buttermilk Creek. which

Structure is the closest active ·capable· eanl:quake (fault)-producing feature known to exist in

nows into Cattaraugus Creek and ultimately into Lake Erie (WVNS 19128).

the region. It is approximately 23 miles (37 kilometers) [rom the site (WVNS 1993). The site

is used for swimming. canoeing. and fIShing. Although limited irrigation water for nearby gol[

has experienced a moderate amount of relatively minor seismic activity. During historical times.

course greens and tree farms is taken from Cattaraugus Creek. no public water supply is drawn

ground motion at the site probably has not exceeded a Modified Merealli Intensity of IV or a

from the creek downstream of the site. The West Valley Demonstration Project has three

Cattaraugus Creek

horizontal acceleration of 0.05g. It is estimated that the maximum eanhquake on the Claredon-

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permitted outfalls that discharge to Erdman

unden Structure would produce an eanhquake of Modified Merealli Intensity of VI to VII and a

Brook (WVNS 19918).

maximum horizontal acceleration of approximately 0.12g at the site_ The Claredon-unden Fault
Zone is located approximately 18 miles (29 kilometers) east of the West Valley Demonstration
Project (WVNS 1993).

The West Valley Demonstration Project site has two aquifers. but neither is considered
highly permeable. The Cattaraugus Creek Basin aquifcr system is a sole soun:e aquifer undcr
Safe Drinking Water Act regulations (EPA 1994). Groundwater beneath the West Valley

The West Valley Demonstration Project region has no active volcanoes (Keller 1979). The

Demonstration Project is not used for process or drinking water. The site receives aU of its water

major soil types at the West Valley Demonstration Project include the well-drained Chenango

supply from surface watcr. OITsite water supplies nonh of the site and south of Cattaraugus

gravelly loam. the poorly drained Erie silt loam. and the poorly drained Mahoning silt loam .

Creek derive mainly from sprinp and shallow dug wells (WVNS \9918).

3.3. f .6 A i R _ A 200 feet (OO-meter) onsite meteorological tower is operaled by

More detailed aquifer characterizati\ln information can be found in the West Valley

DOE at the West Valley Demonstration Project. A review of the West Valley Demonstration

Demonstratjon Project Safety Analysjs RePOrt [or Pmiec1 Overvjew and

Project tower', 1992 data indicates that the prevailing wind was from the south-southeast with a

WVNS·SAR-OOI (WVNS 1993).

General Information,

mean wind speed of 5.4 miles per hour (2.4 meters per second). The precipitation for 1992 was
7.1 inches (18 centimeters) above the annual average of 40.9 inches (104 centimeters). n .e
onsite 1992 wind data and National Weather Service wind data collected at BulTalo airpon did

3.3. f.1I &#IIog/cM " -. The West Valley Demonstration Project lies within the
Humid Temperature Domain. Warm Continentsl Division (Bailey 1994). The West Valley
Demonstration Project is in a transitional zone between the Appalachian Plateau to the south
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and cast and the Great Lakes Plain to the north and west (WVNS I 992b). The WL'St Valle),
Dcmonstrat:'Jn Project is equally divided between forest land and abandoned farm lields (WVNS

A riparian area on Cattaraugus Creek is recognized by New York State as Habitat
Significant for Wildlife (WVNS 1mb; WVNS 1993). Canada geese and other waterfowl have

\993).

been observed periodically using the onsite reservoirs during migration (WVNS 1mb).
Native vegetation. removed by prL"Vious agricultural activity. is becoming reestablished and.
if left undisturbed. will slowly revert by successional stages to a climax hardwood community

3.3. 1.9 r,.".".,.tion. Transportation in the Western New York Nuclear Service

Center vicinity is primarily by highway system . Roads in Cauaraugus County are considered rural

(WVNS 1mb).

roads. except for those in Olean and Salamanca. located 38 miles (61 kilometers) and 26 miles
Terrestrial wildlife is abundant within tlle Western New York Nuclear Services Center and

(42 kilom eters). respectively. SQuth of the Western New York Nuclear Service Center. New York

surrounding areas because of tbe mixture of open areas and forested lands as well as the

State classifies rural roads as interstate. principal arterial. minor arterial. major collector. minor

Center's protected nature (WVNS 1mb). Fifty·four species of mammal. potentially occur on

collector. ,nd local. Roc:C Sprinl!" Road. next to the Western New York Nuclear Service Center

the site (n have been record:d onsite). 1be most common mammal is tbe white·tailed deer

on the west. is a local road that servicu as the site·access road and connects with U.S. Roule 219

(Odocoi/tw ~nw). which is also the most abundant game species in the region. However.

about 2.5 miles (4 kilometers) west of the Western New York Nuclear Service Center. Route

hunting is prohibited. Other common game and furbearer species include raccoon (Procyon

219 connects with Interstate 90 (the New York State Thruway) approximately 2S miles

IOlor). muskrat (Ondal7lJ ziMthica), red fox (Vu~s [ullld). gray fox (Urocyon cintrroorgrnltw).

(40 kilometers) north and with Interstate 17 (the Southern Tier Expressway) approximately

woodchuck (MannOla mOlllU). mink (Mwltla vir",,). beaver (Caslor canadtnsis). eastern

29 miles (46 kilometers) SQuth of the Western New York Nuclear Service Center (WVNS 1993a).

cottontail (Sylvilagw f/oridanw). red squirrel (Tamiasciwus hudsonicw). and gray squirrel (SciUfflS
Rail service to the Western New York Nuclear Service Center is provided by the Buffalo &

curolinensis) WVNS 1mb).

Pittsburgh Division of the CSX Railroad. located 0.6 mile (\ kilometer) east of the Western New

1be

v~rious

old·field. deciduous. and coniferous woodlands. marshes. reservoirs. and streams

within the Western New York Nuclear Services Center provide a diversity of habitats used by a

York Nuclear Service Center. A rail spur conrteCts the West Valley Demonstration Project to
the CSX (WVNS 1993a).

wide variety of birds. Bird species at the West Valley Demonstration Project include permanent
and summer residents. migrants. and visitants. 1be abundance of upland meadow ecosystem

The Buffalo International Airport is located approximately 31 miles (SO kilometers) north.

within the Western New York Nuclear Services Center provides a unique habitat for several New

A general aviation airport. Olean Municipal Airport. is approximately 20 miles (32 kilometers)

York protected birds (WVNS 1mb).

southeast of the Western New York Nuclear Service Center (WVNS 1993a).

Aquatic communities at the Western New York Nuclear Services Center include common
shiners. eastern blacknose dace. common white sucker. and bluegill sunrlSh (WVNS 1mb).

3.3.1.10 I'IIbIIt: HNIth MJd

s.,.,.,.

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. developed an

environmental surveillance program in Man:h 1963 before beginning fuel reprocessing. The
program was intended to establish onsite background levels of gross radiological activity in

Total we,l'nd area is approximately 3S acres (14 hectares). The general types of wetlands
on the West Valley Demonstration Project can be described as palustrine. emergent. shrub/scrub.

surface water and air. 1be West Valley Demonstration Project hegan groundwater monitoring in
1982 (WVNS 1994).

and forested (WVNS I993a).
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Fallout data show the environmental levels of deposition at West Valley to have been wilh n
Ihe nalionwide normal range of the Radiation Alert Network measu :ements. Gross beta

be ing stored in an independent spent fuel storage installation located on the Fort SI. Vrain site
(FSV 199Ob).

measurements in air taken at West Valley also were within the no rmal range of such readings
laken thro ughout the United States. I.e_els of airborne particulates and deposition beyu nd the
Weslern New York Nuclear Service Center perimeter have consistently been indistinguishable
from

I ~e

natural background.

The Fort St. Vrain site is located in Weld County in northeastern Colorado. approximately
3.5 miles (5.6 kilometers) northwest of the town of Planeville. 0.5 mile (0.8 kilomete r) west of Ihe
South Plalle River. and 35 miles (56 kilometers) north of Denver. The Fort SI. Vrain site
consists of 2.798 acres (1.132 hectares). About I mile (1.6 kilometers) north of the northern

The calculated tOlal dose associated with airborne and liquid effiuents released from West

po rtion of the site is the connuence of the South Plane River and SI. Vrain Creek. SI. Vrain

Valley Demonstration Project for a 6-year period are presented below (WVNS. 1994). The

Cree k nows in a northerly direction and passes within approximately 0.75 mile (1.2 kilometers)

annual doses for each year are only a fraction of the DOE public dose limit of 100m illirem per

west of the site at its nearest approach (NRC 1991c; PSC 1994).

year.

3.3.2.1 L.nd U••. Most of the land in the immediate area of the Fort SI. Vrain site is
Maximum Individual
at Site Boundary EPE

Collective~

Within SO-Milg (8Q-illn)

disturbed. agricultural land. Its agricultural value is enhanced by a number of irrigation ditches
fed by surface water diversions from the South Plane River and SI. Vrain Creek. The
predomina nt use of the land. surface water. and groundwater is agricultural (NRC 1991c).

1988

0.11 millirem

0.031 person·rem

1989

0.08 millirem

0.065 person ·rem

1990

0.25 millirem

0.058 person-rem

1991

0.06 millirem

O.GI 5 person-rem

1992

0.05 millirem

O.GII person·re m

community is Pia neville. Larger cities in the vicinity include Boulder. Denver. Estes Park. Fort

1993

0.03 millirem

0.072 person-rem

Collins. Greeley. Longmont. Loveland. and Lyons (NRC 1991a).

3.3.2.2 Slx:io«:onomic• . The immediate area surrounding the Fort SI. Vrain Nuclear
Generating Station site is rural. with many communities within commuting distance. The nearest

The population density in the vicinity of the Fort SI. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station is

3.3.2 Fort St. Vreln

low. The nearest residence is more than 2.600 feet (0.8 kilometer) north·northwest of the site.
Between 1979 and 1989 a high temperature gas-cooled reactor was in operation althe Fort

The number of residents living within I mile (1.6 kilometer) of the Independent Spent Fuel

SI. Vrain site. In 1989. the Fort SI. Vrain reacter was perr.lanently shut down. At that time the

Storage Installation site (based on projections from 1980 census data) is 39; the projected figure

Public Services Company of Colorado. the owner of Fort St. Vrain. proceeded with plans to

fo r the year 2012 is 4(,. However. 1990 figures indicate populations are changing at a similarly

decommission the Fort Sl Vrain powerplanl. To facilitate the decommissioning. the SNF had to

low rate. less than I percent per year, and consequently the projections will not change

be re moved from the reactor. However. implementation of an agreement between the DOE and

significantly ( NRC 1991a).

the Public Services Company of Colorado which would have provided for the storage of Fort SI.
Vrain 5NF at the IMEL was biockcd. requiring the Pu ~ ;,c Service. CO .... p ••i~ df Cuioi"S,; iii
provide storage for the SNF from the Fort St. Vrain reaclOr. The SNF from the Fort SI. Vrain is
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the year 20\2 (through the 20-year license) for this same area is 4.526. with 3.040 residing in
Plalleville (FSV I99Oa).

3.3.2.5 GHIogy. The Fort SI. Vrain site is located on the east nank of the Colorado

Front Range. a complexly faulted anticlinal arch. Numerous faults and smaller folds are
superimposed on the arch and are related to the uplift of the Front Range which began in the

At the prescnt time there are approximately 230 personnel working at the Fort SI. Vrain

Late Cretaceous and continued into the Tertiary. In addition to the axes of the superimposed

site. Of these approximately 16 full time equivalent personnel work on the Fort SI. Vrain SNF

folds. two groups of high angle faults have been recognized: a series of faults along the mountain

storage facility (Holmes 1995).

front that exte nd in a generally northwest-southeast direction from the Precambrian into the
Paleozoic-Mesozoic sediments. and nootheast-southwest-oriented faults observed primarily in coal

3.3.2.3 Cultunl R _ N. There are no known archaeological. cultural. or historical

mines located east of Boulder (NRC 1991a).

resources within. adjacent to. or in the immediate vicinity of the Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation site. The nearest landmarks filling any of these designations are more than 2 miles
(3.2 kilometers) from the site. They include (NRC 1991a):

The Fort SI. Vrain site has not experienced any observed earthquake activity (Seismic
Zone I). A field examination and photo interpretation of the area provided no evidence of
recent movement along any of the known faults. The closest area of recent activity is about

The Dent site. an archaeological excavation with mammoth remains left by prehistoric

25 miles (40 kilometers) south of the site. Between April 1962 and May 1967. there were

Indians. situated about 4.5 miles (7.2 kilometers) northeast of Fort St. Vrain

approximately \, 130 earthquake events in this area with magnitudes ranging from \.0 to 5.0 on

The original Fort SI. Vrain. located 2.5 miles (4 kilometers) northeast of the

0.002 ± 0.001 g. An earthquake with a Modified MercaUi intensity of VlI (slight to moderate

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation site

damage to structures) occurred on November 7. 1882, and was felt throughout Colorado and

the Richter Scale. The 5.0 earthquake produced ground accelerations in the Vrain Valley of

Southern Wyoming. Due to the sparse population in the epicentral region. the assigned intensity
Fort Vasquez. located 4 miles (6.4 kilometers) southeast of the Independent Spent
Fuel Storage Installation. and listed on the National Register of Historic Places

may in actuality be an underestimate. A reasonable guess for its Richter magnitude is 6.5.
implying that most of the strain energy released by earthquakes of Colorado in the last century
was released in this one earthquake (NRC 1991 a).

Fort Jackson. situated 8 miles (12.8 kilometers) southeast of the Independent Spent
Fuel Storage Installation site.

3.3.2.6 Ak R N _. The general climate around the Fort SI. Vrain site is typical of

the Colorado eastern-slope plains region. The weather is generally mild. Most seasons are

3.3.2.4 ANthetlc.nd ScenIt: R _ . The topography at the Independent Spent

characterized by 1l'W humidity and sunny days. with occasional brief storms bringing precipitation

Fuel Storage Installation site is nal. It is situated on the high plains. overlooked by the foothills

to the area. Thermal radiation losses resulting from lack of cloud cover provide considerable

of the Front Range. which rise about 20 miles (32 kilometers) to the west. and by the Front

variation in temperature from night to day. In this semiarid region. the precipitation averages \0

Range crest. which rises to 14.255 feet (4.345 meters) (Longs Peak) about 45 miles

to 15 inches (25 to 38 centimeters) a year. mostly from thunderstorms in late spring and summer.

(72 kilometers) to the wesl. The Front Range crest due west of the Independent Spent Fuel

Snowfall is significant; however. the snow cover is usually melted in a few days. Relative
~ '.! !T1 i:!! ty :!·.~:'3:f!! :!~~'.! !

4IJ

pe!'r~!:! '.: h! ri~g

!he ,hy Slntt

I.e;

rw-rceof itt nilht (NRC 1991a).

Mountains. The divide runs along ridges at an altitude of approximately 12.000 feet (3.650
meters) to a high point of 13.327 feet (4.062 meters) (McHenry's Peak) (NRC 1991a).
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Meteorological conditions in the local area include a preponderance of stable
meteorological conditions and rather low wind speeds. Wind sp.:ed~ generally range from I to 7

3.3.2.8 Et:oIot/IUI R . - . . . Wildlife indigenous to the area include several species of
ducks and geese. the mourning dove. conontail rabbit. fox squirrel. and to a lesser extent

miles per hour (0.4S to 3.2 meters per second) 80 percent of the time. Wind directions are

bobwhite quail. ring-necked pheasant. deer. and antelope. The most abundant fish species

rather evenly distributed. although there is a preponderance of winds [rom the southwest and

include the white sucker. carp. notropis. creek chub. and. to a lesser extent. several types of

northeast quadrants. Seasonally. winds tend to be strongest in the late winter and spring. the

perch (NRC 1991a).

season with high chinook frequency. and again in the summer. when thunderstorms occur
frequently. Strong winds. especially under chinook conditions. have been observed on various

With most of the land dominated by agriculture. natural vegetation is minimal. Most of the

occasions in easter Colorado. The chinook winds are strongest immediately to the east of the

trees found along roads. in hedgerows. and around farm houses are cononwood. Trees found in

mountain ridge and diminish rapidly over the plains ", ith increasing distance from the mountains

the river area are primarily cononwoods, willows, and Russian olives. Typical grasses and weeds

(NRC 1991a).

found in river bonom areas include gnat heads, golden weed, snake weed, Smith grass. Indian
grass. foxtail and big bluestem. The site does not have readily visible evidence of recent farming

The region typically el!pCriences five tornadoes per year per 10.000 square miles (25.900

but is now overrun with plants which are typically indigenous to disturbed land; plant species

square kilometers). with peak tornado activity occurring during the month of June. According to

include Russian thistle, cocklebur, Canada thistle, dandelion, and poor-man's pepper grass

the National Weather Service. Weld County has had 117 tornadoes during the period 19S0-1987.

(NRC 1991a).

A study of tornadoes in the area concluded that 100 mile (160 kilometer) per hour winds should
constitute maximum forces to be expected at Fort Sl Vrain (NRC 1991a).

The only threatened or endangered animal species known to occur within the area of the
project are the bald eagle and the peregrine falcon. However. this land has not been identified

Northeastern Colorado has moderate thunderstorm activity. The region near Fort SI. Vrain

as a critical habitat for these or any other species. The black-footed ferret, also endangered, may

averages SO days a year in which thunder and lightning occur. The majority of these

be found as a transient within the region. but requires a permanent habitat which is occupied by

thunderstorms are present from late spring through the summer (NRC 1991a).

prairie dogs. Prairie dogs are not present at the site (NRC 1991 a).

3.3.2. 7 W.tw R . - . . . The topography in the immediate vicinity of the site is
relatively nat and water use is primarily agricultural. Its distribution is through the use of

3.3.2.9 r,."."",utlon. There are no airports within the immediate vicinity of the
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation site. Stapleton International is about 30 miles (48

irrigation ditches. The nearest major surface water features are the South Plane River. about

kilometers) south of the site. County roads with their associated rights-of.way are adjacent the

O.S mile (0.8 kilometer) east of the site. and the SI. Vrain Creek. about 0.7S mile (\.2 kilometers)

exclusion area boundary or provide access to the generating station (County Roads 21 , and 19

west of the site. Local surface water diversions from these rivers. which feed irrigation ditches t"

112. respectively). A railroad spur connects the site to the Union Pacific Railroad main line

support agriculture. are somewhat closer. about 0.33 mile (O.S kilometer) east and west of the

located about 2 miles (3.2 kilometers) to the west (NRC 1991a).

site. and about 0.4 mile (0.64 kilometer) to the north. The net local topography. which controls
the direction of surface runoff. slopes slightly to the northeast toward the South Plane River.
Thi. Irrnd i. inte rrupted by the irrigation ditches. There are no liquid discharges from the dry
storage facility (NRC 1991a).

3.3.2. 10 PublIc #WIth.nd S.fety. Results from an Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation Site Background Radiation Study, completed bv Colorado State University in October
1990. including the mean integral exposure rate of 0.34 mR per day. were consistent with data
acquired for the area during previous years of sampling by the Fort SI. Vrain Radiological
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Environmental Monitoring Program . With the exception of cesium -J37. whose average surface

Building J and its Annex are used for solid waste storage. High. intermediate. and low-level

activity concentration of 0.18 pCilg is consistent with regional levels due to global fallout. no

wastes may be stored here. Irradiated fuel wastes are being stored until they are accepted by the

statistically significant concentrations of activation or fISSion products were detected (NRC

DOE in accordance with the provisions in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NRC 1987).

19910).
3.3.3.1 Lend

The design of the modular vault dry store system is such that its operation does not result in

U...

Land use in Campbell and Amherst counties is dominated by farming

and forestry. Although the site lies in an agricultural region. very few of the important

any water or other liquid discharges. generate any chemical. sanitary. or solid wastes. or release

agricultural characteristics allributed to the region occur within 5 miles (8 kilometers) of the site

any radioactive materials in solid. gaseous. or liquid form during normal operations. The primary

because of unfavorable terrain. The regior is characterized by mixed land use consisting of small

radiological exposure pathway associated with the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

areas of farmland (crop and pasture) interspersed witNn large tracts of forested area

operation is direct irradiation of nearby residents and site workers. The highest dose to the

(NRC 1986).

nearest resident for any year is about 0.1 mrem. The highest collective dose commitment for any
year to the population within 5 miles (8 kilometers) of the Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation will not exceed 0.45 person-rem (NRC 1991a).

3.3.3.2 Socioecon«nic• . The Lynchburg Research Center and the nearby City of
Lynchburg are centrally located within the area of Amherst. Appomallox, Bedford. and Campbell
counlles. The combined population of these counties and Lynchburg is about 180.000

3.3.3 .laW Lync:hburg

(NRC 1986).

B& W Lynchburg maintains a large nuclear fuels research facility at its Mount Athos site.

The Lynchburg area's commercial and industrial interests provide a large percentage of the

This site is about 925 acres (374 hectares) in area with the research facility within a 4-acre

employment in the four-county area. Although farming and forestry activities dominate the land

(\.6-hectare) fenced area. Numerous support facilities are located outside and adjacent to this

use in the region. they provide less than I percent of the economic activity and very lillie

fenced area. The research facility is in Campbell County. Virginia near the James River.

permanent employment. Other principal commercial. industrial. and population centers that may

approximately 4 miles' (6.4 kilometers) east of the city of Lynchburg (NRC 1987).

influence the four-county area or may be slightly influenced by B& W operations are Roanoke.
Ch.rlollesville. Richmond. and Danville (NRC 1986).

Building A was constructed in 1956 and housed the Lynchburg pool reactor and the Critical
Experiment Facility. This facility has been decommissioned (NRC 1987).

The Lynchburg Research Center has about 180 employees. and the other facilities on the
B&W site employ about 2,200. The total employment on the B&W site is only about 3 percent

Building B contains a hot cell facility with its associated operations area. cask handling area.

of the 69.000 persons employed in the Lynchburg Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. The

transfer canal and storage pool. and various laboratories associated with the examination of

B& W operation is an important. although not critical. source of employment in the Lynchburg

radioactive materials. II also houses a demineralizer for the cleanup of the pool water

region (NRC 1986).

(NRC 1987).
3.3.3.3 Culrunl R..outr:N. A review of the

F~d~ral Regisl~r

reveals Ihatthe only historic

Building C was used as a plutonium fuels development laboratory and for research and

site on the National Register of Historic Places located within 5 miles (8 kilometers) of the B&W

development of processes for other nuclear fuels. II is undergoing decommissioning (NRC 1987).

facilities is the 19th-century Mt. Athos Plantation. which is across the road to the east of the site.
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There are numerous historic places between 5 and 25 miles (8 kilometeB and 40 kilometcB)

maximum epicentral intensity of VII more than 50 mile.\ (SO kilometers) east or-northeast of the

from the B&W site. panicularly in Bedford County and Lynchburg to the west. The best

SltC. The estimated intensity a t the site was V. No other quakes have been recorded with

known historic site is the Appomattox Court House National Historic Park. about 15 miles

intensities at the site greater than the 1875 or 1897 occurrences (NRC 1986).

(24 kilometers) to the east (NRC 1986).

3.3.3.6 AN

3.3.3.4 A ..thetlt:.nd St:enIt: R.._ . The topography of the plant site is generally

R._...

The climate of the Lynchburg area is innuenced by cold and dry

polar contine ntal air masses in the winter a nd warm and humid gulf maritime air masses in the

rolling with gentle slopes. The nominal river elevation is 470 feet (143 metcB) above mean sea

summer. Extre mes in weather conditions in the area are rare. The mean temperature is about

level. The dominant topographic feature of the site is a hill located approximately at the center

56.7' F (13.7'<:). with normal average temperatures ranging from 76.3'F (24.6'<:) in July to 38.5'F

of the propeny. the crest of which rises to 693 feet (211 meteB) above mean sea level. The site

(3.6'<:) in December. Rainfall amounts at Lynchburg can be expected to reach 40.3 inches

includes a large area of relatively nat noodplain adjacent to the river. 1lIe highest point in the

(\02.4 centimeteB) in any given year. The monthly rates are nearly uniform except for a slightly

vicinity of the site is the top of Mt. Athas. where the elevation is 890 feet (271 meteB) above

higher rate during the summer months. Snowfall in the Lynchburg area generally occurs between

mean sea level (NRC 1986).

the months of December and March. 1lIe mean yearly snowfall total is 19.4 inches
(49.3 centimeters). Winds at Lynchburg are predominant from the southwest with a mean speed

3.3.3.5

GHIotTf.

The James River Basin of Virginia includes ponions of four

of 8 miles per hour (3.6 meteB per second). Mean relative humidity values in Lynchburg at

physiographic provinces characterized by distinct land foms and physical features. These

7:00 am. 1:00 pm. and 7:00 pm are 78. 51. and 62 percent. respectively. Heavy fog (visibility of

provinces. located west to east. are Valley and Ridge. Blue Ridge. Piedmont. and Coastal Plain.

less than 1,320 feet or 400 meters) can be expected to occur ".\ the site on the average of 40 days

Western or inner Piedmont. where the B& W propeny lies. is an upland characterized by

pe r year (NRC 1986).

scattered hills. some of mountainous dimensions. lying eastward [rom the foot of the Blue Ridge
Severe weather at the Lynchburg Research Center is generally limited to thunderstorms.

(NRC 1986).

with a low probability of tornadoes. Oimatological data sbow that the mean number of
No important mineral resources have been identified at the B&W site. and U.S. Geological

thundeBtorms occurring at Lynchburg is 22 per year. According to methods for estimating

Survey topographic maps do not indicate any significant surface or underground mining activities

tornado occurrence presented by Thom. the probability of a tornado's actually striking the site is

within 5 miles (8 kilometers) o f the site (NRC 1986).

3.0 x

The B& W site is located in a western part of the central Virginia cluster region which is

\O~

per year. with a recurrence interval of 3.333 yeaB (NRC 1986).

The B& W Lynchburg Research Center is located in the Central Virginia Air Quality

classified as Zone 2 on the Seismic Risk Map of the United States. This zone corresponds to an

Control Region. where the air is classified by the Environmental Protection Agency as "better

intensity of VU according to tbe Modified MercaUi scale. which implies building damages to the

than national standards" for total suspended paniculates and sulfur dioxide. The City of

extent of fallen chimneys and cracked walls. During the period 1758 through 1968. 121

Lynchburg also meets the national standards for total suspended paniculates and sulfur dioxide.

eanhquakes with e picenteB in Virginia were reponed. 1lIe largest eanhquake was in t897. with

For carbon monoxide. nitrogen dioxide. ozone. and hydrocarbons. the Air Quality Control Region

a probable epicenter in Giles County. approximately 100 miles (160 kilometeB) west of the plant

ca nnot be classified because data are not available (NRC 1986).

site. A maximum intensity of VlU was estimated in the epicentral region. but an intensity of only
V-VI was estimated at the plant site. The second largest eanhquake was in 1875. with a
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3.3.3.7

W.,.,R_.

A relatively large forested noodplain exists between the

normal elevation of the James River and the e.timated highest nood state at the site. Since no

Measurements in potable wells located in the river noodplain near the B&W Commercial
Nuclear Fuel Plant in the nonheast comer of the site indicate that the groundwater elevation

lynchburg Research Center structures are located in the noodplain. plant operation does nOl

ranges between 440 and 460 feet (\34 and 140 meters) above mean sea level. which is 10 feet

impact ll00dplain features (NRC 1986).

(3 meters) below surface elevation at the annual average now rate. Because of the relative
impermeability of the silt and clay topsoils. neither the water in surface soils nor river nood water

The James River is formed about 96 miles (154 kilometers) upstrear.t of the site by the

has a major effeci

.1

the groundwater supply or quality. B& W obtains about 100.000 gallons per

connuence of the Jackson and Cowpasture Rivers. The James River nows generally south-

day (380 cubic meters per day) from the above-mentioned wells for drinking and industrial uses.

southeast from the Vallcy and Ridge Province to the Atlantic Ocean through the Hampton

An average of 19.300 gallons per day (73 cubic meters per day) is used at the lynchburg

Roads and Chesapeake Bay. On the basis of records for two U.S. Geological Survey gaging

Research Center. Continuous pumping tests on these wells indicates a plentiful supply of

stations. one about 20 miles (32 kilometers) upstream and the other about 21 miles

groundwater. Therefore. it is not likely that the performance at nearby residential wells would be

(34 kilometers) downstream of the site. the annual average now rate of the river at the plant is

affected by B&W's operations (NRC 1986).

estimated to be about 3'.lOO cubic feet per second (110 cubic meters per second). The estimated
water surface elevation at the site at the average now rate is approximately 470 feet (143 meters)
above mean sea level (NRC 1986).

3.3.3.B EcoIof/IRI R _ . Natural climax vegetation in the region is classified as
oak-hickory.pine (Quercus·Caroy·pinus) foresL Dominants include white (Q. alba). post oak
(Q. stellata). hickory (Carya spp.). shonleaf pine (P. echiMta) and loblolly pine (P.

Eleven great noods of the James River occurred at the plant site in 1771. 1795. 1870. 1877.

t~da).

Other

common species include tulip poplar (Liriodendro!1 ndipifero). sweetgum (Liquidambar

1889. 19\3. 1930. 1936. 1969. 1972. and 1985. The 1795 nood had the highest nood state. which

styracijlua \' dogwood (Comus jlorida). and several other species of oak. hickory. and pine

was 535 feet or 163 meters above mean sea level at lynchburg and 494 feet (151 meters) above

(NRC 1986).

mean sea level at the site (estimated). The largest recent nood occurred in November 1985 and
had a nood state of 534 feet (163 meters) above mean sea level at lynchburg (NRC 1986).

The great diversity of plants and vegetative communities in the site vicinity provide a wide
variety of habitats for wildlife. lbere are approximately 24 species of mammals. 160 species of

The Standard Project flood determined by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the James

birds. 19 species of reptiles. and 17 species of amphibians expected to occur in the lynchburg

River would produce a discbarge rate of 10.705 m'lS (378,000 cfs) and a nood state of 502 fect

area. Species in the vicinity of the site tnat are economically imponant include game mammals.

(153 meters) above mean sea level at the site (NRC 1986).

e.g.. white-tailed deer (O.:tocoiJeus WginiaIlUS) and black bear (Ursus americallus). oller (Lutro
calladensis). red fox (Vulpes ' . s ). and beaver (Castor callQtUlISis); and mourning dove (Zenaida

Because tbe elevation of the plant noors at the lynchburg Research Center is 589 feet

macfOUra) and several species of water fowl (NRC 1986).

(ISO meters) above mean sea level. which is 95 feet (29 meters) above the maximum historical
nood state or 37 feet (26 meters) above the Standard Project flood elevation. James River noods

The aquatic biota of the James River in the vicinity of the lynchburg Research Center i,

would not affect the research and development facility at the lynchburg Research Center (NRC

generally characteristic of that of a mod:rately polluted river. Examination of photoplankton

1986).

communities downstream of the site at Canersvillc shows reasonably diverse communities
consisting of green. yellow·green (diatoms) and blue-green algae during the late summer.
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Ph)10plankton communities during the fall. winter. and early summer consisted almost entirely of
a few species of yellow-g,een algae (NRC 1986).

Most of the fISh in the James River in the vicinity of the Lynchburg Research Center arc
primarily members of the minnow. sucker. sunfISh. perch. and catfISh families. Species in these
families range from common to uncommon. There is no commercial fishery in the vicinity of the
Lynchburg Research Center site (NRC 1986).

Federally and state-listed threatened and endangered animal species whose present or
former geographic ranges include central Virginia and the B& W site are the bald eagle

(Haliaeetus /eucocephalus). American peregrine falcon (Falco ~rrgrinus). gray bat (Myoris
grisescens). Indiana bat (Myoris sodalis). Virginia big-eared bat (Plecotw townsend;; virginianus).
and eastern cougar (Felis conco/or couguar). There have been no reports of these species being
observed on the site or its vicinity (NRC 1986).

There are no species of rare or endangered fISh or mollusks known to occur in the James
River in the vicinity of the site (NRC 1986).

3.3.3.9 T,.nspon.tJon. The site is bounded on three sides by the James River and on
the fourth side by Virginia State Route 726. The site is serviced by a spur of the CSX Railroad.
which runs through the B& W property. The site is also conveniently located for truck and
automobile access. because only about 2 miles (3.2 kilometers) from the plant. State Route 726
connects with U.S. Highway 460. a major link between Roanoke and Richmond (NRC 1986).

3.3.3.10 PublIc HNIth.nd S.lety. The total-body dose rate for the vicinity of
Lynchburg is approximately 107 millirem per year. This dose rate includes 43 miUirem per year
from cosmic rays. 45.6 miUirem per year from terrestrial sources. and 18 millirem per year from
internal emitters (NRC 1986).
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL CCNSEQUENCES OF SPENT NUCLEAR
FUEL MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

Fuel storage capacities at the Brookhaven National Laboratory High Flux Beam Reactor
wo uld be severely taxed if the No Action Alternative were selected. Selection of the No Action
Alternative could result in the eventual shutdown of the High Flux Scam Reactor as a result of

This section presents the projected impacts of implementing the programmatic alternatives

filling the existing SNF storage capacity. Implementation of the No Action Alte rnative would be

for management of SNF for which DOE has accepted present or future responsibility. The SNF

expected to have no operational impact on the Brookhaven Medical Research Reactor (Carelli

management activities evaluated in this section only include those actions identified by the

1993).

originating sit es to be implemented should the No Action . \hernative be adopted. as described in
Section 2. SNF management activities planned independently of this EIS are addressed only if

There is no safety analysis or technical specification limit on the number of clements stored.

they are directly affected or altered as a result of the programmatic SNF alternatives considered

so the proposed addition o. a new storage rack should be accompanied by a new criticality

in this EIS. Only Alternative I. No Action. has any potential for affecting some of the facilities

analysis (DOE I 993c).

addressed in this Appendix. Thus only the environmental consequences of SNF management
activities at originating sites under Alternative I will be discussed here. For the other DOE

The fuel canal is unlined and there is no continuous and accurate way of measuring leak

alternatives. the environmental consequences of SNF transponation from originating sites are

detection. How..'Ver. alarms for high and low water level are in the control room and the water

analyzed in Appendix Ito Volume I. The environmental consequences at the DOE facilities that

level is regularly monitored. Records are maintained for canal water additions. and thus any

receive the SNF originating from any facilities in this Appendix are addressed in Appendixes A.

increased amounts of canal makeup water can be detected. The canal has been sealed against

B. C and F.

cvaporation about every 5 years to measure leakage. and no leakage problems have ever been
detccted. Also. there are groundwater monitoring wells near the High Flux Beam Reactor that
arc sampled twice per year. and no significant amounts of radionuclides have ever been detected.

4.1 No Action

No known damaged fuel is presently stored in the fuel canal (DOE 1993c).

4 .1 .1 DOE Experimentel RNc:tOfa end 81N11.Quentity 8tOrllll8
The fuel canal water monitoring program is adequate to control corrosion and to minimize
The DOE's reactors at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. Los Alamos National
Laooratory. and Sandia National Laboratories would not be affected by the No Action
Alternative through the year 200S.

Between 2006 and 2035. however. implementation of this

the release of rlSSion products. In addition. corrosion surveillance coupon samples have been
photographed and evaluated yearly since stored in the canal in 1977. These photographs have
shown no corrosion damage (DOE 1993c).

a lternative might require modirocations of SNF manageme~t activities at the reactor facilities .
In view of the absence of any substantive difference in SNF management operations

".1. 1. 1 1ItooIdM_ ,.tioMIl.MIoRtoty. The High Flux Beam Reactor at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory is planned to continue to operate for the foreseeable future.

auributable to the No Action Alternative. effiuent releases and their associated doses woula be
expected to be the

sam~

as those currently being c'qICrienced there.

The presently planned installation of a storage rack in the existing wet storage facility. providing
162 additional storage locations. will be depleted in 1998. It is expected that the arrangement of
the existing racks will be modiroed to provide additional storage capacity in the existing pool if

Potential impacts on the Nassau/Suffolk Aquifer System as a result of SNF management
alternatives described in this EIS are expected to be small. If the fuel canal were to leak. ground

SNF cannot be shipped at that time (Carelli 1993).
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waler impdcts would be expecled. bUI moniloring measures would miligale impacts by permilling

been conducled for 29 years. The SNF localed Ihere is a combinalion of malerial in process and

early deleclion of leaks.

Ihe slored residues from pasl programs (DOE 1993d).

For Ihe Brookhaven Medical Research Reaclor. whkh has sufflCienl SNF slorage capacily.
Ihe No AClion Ahernalive would cause no environmenlal consequences·-olher Ihan Ihose Ihal
have already heen addressed and accepled under Ihe siling and qeralion approval process.

The condilion of Ihe slOred SNF is generally good and would be an issue only if its physical
and chemical Slale diclales thaI it musl be treated before il will be acceptable al a long-Ierm
inlerim slorage sile or a final reposilory. Lkewise. lhe phl"ical condilion of Ihe facility is good.
considering its 29-lear age. The SNF is conlained within the hoI cell. which precludes its enlry

4.1.1.2 to. AM_ ,.tiontIl,.."..trNy.

The Omega Wesl Reaclor al los Alamos

inlO Ihe '!nvironmenl except under Ihe mosl extremely low-probability events (DOE 1993d).

Nalional Laboralory is permanenlly shul down. II is being decommissioned. The SNF is in
lemporary slorage al Ihe Chemislry and Melallurgy Research complex. Allhough al presenl Ihe

4 .1 .2 Dom.die A....reh Aeaetor.

slored fuel elements do nol presenl a heallb or safety hazard. slorage of fuel al lhe Chemislry
and Melallurgy Research compicx presents a polenlial radiological hazard al Ihal facility. The
los Alamos Nalional Laboralory docs nol have lhe capability

10

slore. handle or monilor spenl

In Seclion 221.2. il was nOled Ihat SNF slorage facilities al 34 domeslic research reactors
",..,uld nol be overloaded were Ihe No Action Alternalive (i.e .. no off-site SNF transportation)

10

fuel for any extended lenglh of lime. The Rover casks conlain no moniloring devices. and

be implemented. For lhose siles. Ihe adoplion of Ihe No Aclion Allernalive would produc.: no

slorage of spenl fuel is not addressed in the current Chemistry and Metallurgy Research complex

incremenlal impacts on Ihe environ mer\.

authorizalion. II is recommended Ihal Ihe fuel be relocated as soon as practical.
This conclusion is supported by NRC delerminalions in a number of licensing aclions
For Ihe other los Alamos National Laboratory facilities that have sullicient SNF storage

relaled

10

requesled increases in possession limits for U-235 in fuel al research reaclor siles. In

capacity. Ihe No Aclion Allernalive would cause no environmental COnsequences--olher Ihan

Ihese licensing aClions. Ihe NRC has delermined Ihal lhere is no signiflCanl impacl on lhe

Ihose Ihal have already been addressed and accepted under lhe siting and operation approval

environmenl from normal operalion or accidents associaled wilh lhe increases in lhe possession

process.

limits for U-235 allhose reaclor siles. The possession or slorage of fuel allhe domeslic research
reaclor siles is nol considered by lhe NRC

4.1.1.3 s.nt*,.tiontI/ ,.."..torlN.

Each of the reaclors at Sandia National

10

be a signiflCanl aClivity as indicaled by Ihe

following examples of lheir findings.

Laboratories is designed so Ihat Ihe uranium fuel source essentially lasts the designed life of Ihe
reaclor. Consequently. none of Ihe reactors require periodic refueling or discharge spent fuel.

In 1993. Ihe NRC performed a safety evaluation in response

10

lhe University of Missouri al

Therefore. Ihe No Action Alternalive would cause no environmental consequences--other than

Columbia requesl for a lemporary increase in lhe license possession limil for U-235 from 45

Ihose Ihal have already been addressed and accepted under the siting and operational approval

60 kilograms. In regard

process for Ihese facilities al Sandia National Laboratories (DOE 1993<1).

accidents in Ihis type of research reaclor associaled wilh lhe slorage of spenl fuel in accordance

10

10

potenlial accidents Ihe NRC determined: "There are no specific

wilh Ihe Technical Specificalions. The maximum hypolhelical accidenl of complele fISSion
4.1.1.4 AIJIOfIM ,.tiontIl U __ trNy - &.t. Essentially all of the SNF at the Argonne

producl release of four fuel plales in the reaclor core is nOI affecled by increasing Ihe amounl of

Nalional Laboratory sile in lIIinoi:; is contained in lhe Alpha-Gamma Hot Cell Fadity. The

slored fuel. Because lhe fuel will be slored in accordance wilh lhe Technical Specificalions.

Alpha-Gamma Hot Cell Facility is an operating hot cell where fuel development programs have

accidents previously evalualed are nol changed and no new or different kind of accidenl is
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created. Therefore, the staff concludes that the temporary increase in the possession limit of
U ·235 is acceptable."

In the Environmental Impact Statement for the University of Texas, TRIGA Mark 11
reactor, it was stated: "Storage, processing and disposal of fuel clements is not considered a
significant activity of this facility." (NRC 1984)

In regard to environmental considerations of this possession increase, the NRC stated : "The
staff has determined that the amendment involves no significant increase in the amounts, and no

Of the II domestic research reactors that arc projected to exhaust their storage capacity, a

significant change in the types, of any effiuents that may be released offsite, and there is no

few facilities indicated that they might take measures to physically expand their SNF storage

significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. Accordingly, this

capacity within their existing structures beyond what had been planned. Only one facility has

amendment meets the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9).

indicated that it might elect to create an 18.6·square·meter (2()().square·foot) storage area outside

Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no Environmental Impact Statement or Environmental Assessment

the existing structure. An addition of this small size would be expected to have a minuscule

need be prepared in connection with the issuance of this amendment." (NRC 1993b)

impact on the previously disturbed environment.

In 1991 , in performing a safety evaluation in response to an earlier University of Missouri

A small number of theso: facilities could request deferral of tbeir directed conversion from

request for a temporary increase in the license possession limit for a larger amount of U·235

highly enriched uranium fuel to low enriched uranium fuel. The environmental consequences of

from 60 to 75 kilograms, the NRC reached the same determinations and conclusions as in the

such an action would derive from extending tbe risks of tbeft or diversion of highly enriched

1993 licensing action. (NRC 1991b)

uranium fuel which tbe U.S. Government has tried to reduce by mandating the conversion (Jentz
1993).

In response to the request from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology request in 1991
to extend a temporary increase in the possession limit of U·235 of 41 kilograms until January I,
1994, the NRC performed an evaluation and made identically the same determination as that
quoted above for the University of Missouri license

amendm~lIt.

(NRC 1991d)

An unidentified number of the research reactors may elcct to discontinue operation at some
time during the next 40 years. Storage of the SNF onsite at a reactor facility that is undergoing
decommissioning would interfere with the ra.tiological surveys conducted to ensure that the
reactor site is returned to the pristine conditions that existed before the relr tor was constructed.

The NRC, in its Environmental Assessment for the Training and Researc!: Reactor of the
University of Lowell, stated: "Accidents ranging from the failure of experiments up to the largest
core damage and fISSion product release considered possible result in doses that are less than \0

The consequences of premature shutdown of any of these reactors, allributable to
implementation of the No Action Alternative, would include the loss of service which the reactors

CFR Part 20 guidelines and are considered negligible with respect to tbe environment.... The staff

were scheduled to provide. 1besc consequences of implementing the No Action Alternative

concludes that there will be no significant environmental impact associated with tbe licensing of

could include, for example:

research reactors or critical facilities designed to operate at power levels of 2 MWt or lower and
that no environmental impact statements are required to be wrillen for the issuance "f

Loss of education and training for some nuclear engineers and scientists

construction permits or operating licenses for such facilities." (NRC 1985b)

Loss of trace analysis capability supporting solar cell material research, monitoring of
atmospheric pollutants. detection of trace metals in foods, and analysis of criminal
artifacts
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Loss of specific materials research capability relating to hydrogen in mct::.Is. metglasses.
amorphous magnetic materials. and bio'llolecular polymers

Potential impacts on the Cattaraugus Creek Basin Aquifer System as a result of SNF
Management alternatives described in this EIS are expected to be small.

Loss of specific nuclear medicine and radiation therapy.

Keeping the SNF in dry storage on-site would result in both on-site and off-site exposures
thaI would not occur if the fuel were shipped ofr-site once it was removed from the storal(c pool.

Any changes in radioactive (or other) releases or exposures to the public or to workers

Storing the fue l c1 ry in sealed containers would not result in the production of radioactive liquid

would be inconsequential. More detailed analyses of radiation exposures and other impacts

or gaseo us emuents or solid radio.ctive wastes. The source of the on-site and off-site radialion

would be provided in site-specifIC NRC licensing documents before implementation of any

doses is direct radiation from the dry spent fuel storage facility. Estimates haw: not yet been

changes in these facilities that were made necessary by an SNF transportation moratorium .

developed for these doses. because a storage concept has not been selected.

4.1.3 Nudur Pow.r Plent Spent Nud•• , Fuel

The 125 ruel assemblies in the Fuel Receiving and Storage Fadity have been in storage for
over 20 years. Their total heat generation rate is less than 9 kilowatt and fwion product

4.1.3. 1 W..t V"y

o-r-.ntfon fIro/ect.

It has been determined that cor.tinued use

inventory should haw: reached a near steady state condition. Conservative calculations in safety

of the SNF storage pool in the Fuel Receiving 8< Storage building at the West Valley

analysis report estimate that railure of all 125 fuel assemblies would result in an off-site dose of

Demonstration Project is not a viable option for extended periods of time. Therefore. alternaliw:

42 mrem and an on-site dose of 2.1 rem (DOE 1993c).

concepts for storing West Valley Demonstration Project SNF are being evaluated by the Project.
The options being considered at West Valley include dry storage, wet storage involving
refurbishing of a portion of the existing spent fuel storage pool. and continued use of the present
facility.

Doses and solid waste generation volumes resulting from implementation or the No Action
Alternative would remain the same as the current operation at the West Valley Demonstration
Project. ThL calculated annual effective dose equivalent resulting from the total site operations
. including wet storage or SNF at the West Valley Demonstration Project are as follows : (WVNS

Dry storage is projected to require a maximum area of 0.003 square kilometer (0.72 acre)
(i.e .. a square plot of land about 54 meters [In feet I on each side). This area would include the
actual storage facility, approach pads, and perimeter fence. The largest base pad required for
any of the dry storage concepts would measure 9.1 by 15.2 meters (30 by SO feet) and be

1994)
Max:mum individual off-site dose from

Maximum individual off-site dose rrom

between 0.61 and 1.22 meters (2 and 4 feet) thick (WVDP 1993).

1.6 x 10"' mrem/year

gaseous releases
1.1

X

10" mrem/year

liquid releases
The wet storage concept anti No Action Alternative assume the continued use (eitber
modified or as is) of tbe existing spent fuel storage pool. 1bcse options should haw: no

4.1.3.2 Fon St. V,..,. The Fort St. Vrain facility has already constructed an

measurable impact on the West Valley Demonstration P"Oject site. 'The actions taken to transfer

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation for interim storage (wit~ a 40 year design basis) of

the spent fuel from tbe storage pool to the on-site dry storage racilities would not differ rrom

the SNF from the Fort SL Vrain power plant. Onsite storage will haw: no additional impact on

those taken to transfer this SNF to the INEL or any other DOE racility. 'Thererore. there would

the Fort St. Vrain site (FSV 19903). However. under this alternative. Public Service Co:npany of

be no additional environmental impact ICSulting from these ruel transfer activities.

Colorado would not achieve its goal of becoming rree of radioactive materials by 1998 under this
option.
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4.1.3.3 B&W LynchbuttJ TechnoIogye.",.,. The Lynchburg Tech"ology Center

received the SNF between 1980 and 1987 as pan or a · high·burnup· research program sponsored

racilities. Essentially. there are no dirrerences rrom the No Action Alternative. except impaclS
rrom transponation. racilily upgrade. and new construction.

by the DOE Office or Nuclear Energy. The experimenlS were completed in 1989 and the
program was officially terminated in 1992. Since that time. the Lynchburg Technology Center
has stored this ruel under contract to DOE (DOE 1993c).

AI Brookhaven National Laboratory High Aux Scam Reactor. some land disturbance might
be anlicipated rrom the installation or additional SNF storage capacity. whether wet or dry.
However. any such disturbance is expected to occur in previously disturbed on-site areas.

The DOE·owned stlent ruel rods that are stored in the spent ruel storage pool are intact
and in good condition. Water qualily is also good and is maintained by passing through

4.3 1992/1993 Planning Basis

particulate filters and resin beds. No chemistry controls have been needed. [n addition. sludge is
not present in the pool and biological contamination has not been observed (DOE 1993c).

The 1992/1993 Planning Basis Alternative would permit the shipment or the SNF currently
in storage or being generated at the originating sites. With the implementation or the 1993193

There are no routine inspections or the condition or spent ruel rods that have been
sectioned and placed in dry storage. However. some or the ruel stored in this racilily was
recently repackaged and \Roved; this ruel and ilS containers are known to be in good condition.
Other evidence that the integrily or spent ruel storage containers has been maintained in good
condition is routine monitoring or groundwater. direct radiation. and smearable contamination. all
or which indicate thar leakage or radionuclides is not occurring (DOE 1993c).

Planning Basis Alternative. as in past practice. SNF would continue to be shipped rrom the
originating sites to a DOE receiving site. The 199211993 Planning Basis Alternative would be
expected to have essentially no incremental impact on the originating sites. ImpaclS or
transponation are described in detail in Appendix I to Volume \. The alternative or transponing
SNF by barge rrom Brookhaven National Laboratory is also described in Appendix Ito Volume
\.

Groundwater and other radionuclide monitoring have not indicated any radionuclide

4.4 Reglonallzatlon

releases rrom the SNF storage racilities at the B& W Lynchburg Technical Center. There is
currently no reason to suspect tbat spent ruel storage containers will degrade in the near term in
a manner that would result in a release or Hssion prodUCIS. This racilily is routinely inspected
and relicensed by the NRC every 5 years. Hence. any developing storage problems would most
likely be dealt with and corrected under the direction or the NRC (DOE 1993c).

The Regionalization Alternative would be the same as the 199211993 Planning Basis
Alternative. except ror the difference in destinations. Implementation or the Regionalization
Alternative would permit the shipment or SNF rrom originating sites to regional DOE interim
storage racilities. The Regionalization Alternative would be expected to have essentially no
incremental impact on the originating sites. [mpaclS or transponation are described in detail in

4.2 Decentralization

Appendix I to Volume \.

The Decentralization Alternative is similar to the No Action Alternative except that limited

4.5 Centralization

orr·site shipmen IS would occur rrom universily and domestic non-DOE research reactors.
[mpaclS or transponation are described in Appendix Ito Volume \. Some DOE racilities would
be upgraded/replaced and additional on-site storage capacily would be required at several DOE

The Centralization Alternative would be the same as the 199211993 Planning Basis
Alternative. except ror the difference in destinations. [mplementation or the Centralization
Alternative would permit the shipment or SNF [rom originating sites to a central DOE interim
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storage facility. The Centralization A1ternatiw- would be expected to have essentially no

5.0 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

incremental impact on the originating sites. Impacts of transponation are described in detail in
Appendix I to Volume I.

This section describes the cumulative environmental impacts of the alternatives for
generating and storing SNF at the originating sites addressed in this Appendix. The emphasis is
on DOE SNF Alternative I. No Action. under which all SNF would remain at the originating
facility. For Ihe individual originating facilities. the cumulative impact is defined as the sum of
the incremental impacts of SNF management under the No Action Alternative and the impacts
of the other operations at the facility's reactor(s) or other activities involving radioactive
materials. For the other alternatives. the SNF cumulative impact at the originating facilities
essentially would end with the removal of the SNF from tbe site. The cumulative impacts of
intersite SNF transponation alternatives on transponation routes and affected communities are
analyzed programmatically in Volume I. Appendix I. The cumulative impacts at the DOE
facilities receiving SNF are addressed in Appendixes A. B. C and F.

5.1 DOE Test and Experimental Reactors
Under the No Action Alternative. the cumulative environmental impacts at DOE test and
experimental reactors are derived from past environmental impacts as obtained from annual
operating repons. and estimated future impacts based on extrapolation to tbe year 203S of past
impacts.

5.1 .1 BrookNven NetioMl Leboretory
It is expected that the H 19b Aux Beam Reactor and Brookhaven Medical Research Reactor
would continue to operate. for aU SNF management alternatives except No Action. If additional
storage were to be required on-site to accommodate High Aux Beam Reactor SNF through 203S.
current impacts would be somewhat increased by the impacts of building and operating an
additional facility. A1thougb the nature of that facility bas not been determined. tbe resulting
impacts are expected to be negligibly small. Should the facility propose substantial changes.
appropriate NEPA documentation would be prepared in accordance with existing environmental
regulations.
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5. 1.2 loa AI.mo. N.tionall.bor.lory

design criteria. There would be no other change in the cumulative en_ironmental impact except
for the adverse socioeconomic impacts as a result of the Io>s of services and knowledge from

Omega West Reactor at the Los Alamos National Laboratory is permar.ently shut down and

reactor o perations.

is being decommissioned. The spent fuel is in temporary dry storage at the Chemistry and
Metallurgy Research complex. and resulting impacts are negligible. The spent fuel is awaiting
relocation. Cumulative impacts would not change under any alternative.

A scenario of continued operation. assuming timely reissuance of the operating license.
including compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act. would bound the cumulative
environmental impacts under any of the DOE-postulated SNF alternatives.

5.1 .3 S.neII. National labor.lorle.
5 .2 .2 M ....chuaatt. lnatilute of TechnolOOY
The cumulative environmental impacts would not change from those currently experienced
at Sandia National Laboratories from the operation of the reactors and storage of small

As with the National Institute of Standards and Technology. the Massachusetts Institute of

quantities of SNF.

Technology research reactor would be expected to shut down in response to the No Action

5 .1.4 Argonne N.tional laboralory - East

assuming timely reissuance of the operating license. would bound the cumulative environmental

Alternative because of limited

S~IF

storage capacity. Thus. a scenario of continued operation.

impacts under any of the DOE-postulated SNF alternatives.
The cumulative environmental impacts would not chan.~e from those currently experienced
from the storage of small quantities of SNF.

5 .2 .3 Conclusion

5.2 Domestic R....rch Reactors

For all domestic research reactors. the SNF management alternatives. including the No
Action Alternative. would not increase the cumulative impacts of the originating sites above

Under the No Action Alternative. the cumulative environMental impacts at domestic

current values. Some of the facilities could not be able to continue normal uperation under the

research reactors are a composite of past environmental impacts as obtained fro:n annual

No Action Alternative and could be forced to shut down due to the lack of SNF storage capacity.

operating reports. and estimated future impacts based on extrapolation to the year 2035 of past

Reactors licensed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission are not under DOE control. and

impacts. The following facility-specifIC cumulative environmental impacts have been selected as

additional storage space .:auld be constructed under the No Action Alternative. However. except

representative of all domestic research reactor facilities that could be affected by Alternative I.

for the negative socioeconomic impacts attributable to the loss of services and knowledge
resulting from such shutdowns, ether site-specirlC cumulative impacts would not be increased.

5.2.1 N.tionailnatiMe of Slandalda .nd TacholOlogy

5.3 Nuclear Power Plant Spent Nuclear Fuel
Implementation of the No Action Alternative would result in the shutdown of the National
Bureau of Standards Reactor in October 1996 due to the inability to store additional SNF. The

The implementation of anyone of DOE's rrve SNF management alternatives would have no

environmental radiological impact of such action would be a reduction of radioactive releases and

additional environmental consequences beyond those already evaluated for the Fort St. Vrain and

doses below those of full power operation. On-site SNF storage would meet existing facility

B& W Lynchburg facilities.
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The situation is similar for the West Valley Demonstration Project. except that the DOE
has entered into an agreement with the New York State Energy Research and Development

6.0 ADVERSE ENVIROr.lMENTAL EFFECTS
THAT CANNOT BE AVOIDED

Authority which calls for the removal of SNF from the West Valley Demonstration Projcct.
Implementation of the No Action and Decentralization Alternatives would result in SNF

Unavoidable adverse impacts addressed here are limited to those occurring as a result of

remaining at the West Valley Demonstration Project. If the fuel rem. ins at the West Valley

DOE Alternative I (No Actio n) at Ihe originating facilities discussed in this Appendix. All other

Demonstration Project. the SNF may be managed in a new dry storage facility. Once the SNF is

alternativC5 consider normal shipment of SNF from the originating site. with only transportation

in dry storage. there will be no releases of radioactive effiuents and an indistinguishable direct

routes and the receiving sile possibly being subjccted to unavoidable adverse impacts by

radiation exposure to the environs in excess of that which would occur were the SNF to be

transferred SNF. Any adverse impacts at the originating sites are thus precluded for all SNF

moved as scheduled. and in the payment of storage costs by DOE to the State of New York.

transportation alternatives. Possible unavc ' ~able adverse impacts on transportation routes are
analyzed in Volume I. Appendix I. Possible unavoidable adverse impacts at the DOE facilities
that receive SNF are addressed in Appendixes A. B. C and F.

6.1 DOE Test and Experimental Reactors
The adverse effects that may be unavoidable caused by implementation of tbe No Action
Alternative would be associated with the possible premature, long-term shutdown of tile High
Aux Beam Reactor at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The COlISCQucoces of this shutdown
would be cessation of site specific activities involving unique experiments. These experiments are
needed for undentanding materials structures, biological processes, and the behavior of super
conducting materials. Shutdown would also cause the loss of jobs associated with these
experiments and supporting site activities.

6.2 Domutlc Research Reactors
The adverse effects that may be unavoidable at domestic research reacton caused by
implementation of the No Action Alternative would be associated with the possible premature,
long-term shutdown of several reacton. The consequences of these shutdowns, discussed in
Section 4.1.2, would be cessation of site-sp~.:ific research and education activities and could result
in the loss of jobs associated with these activities at these sites.
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6.3 Nuclea, Power Plant Spent Nuclea, Fuel

7.0 IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE
COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

Implementation of the No Action Alternative could

res~lt

in adverse consequences that may

be unavoidable at West Valley Demonstration Project. Should this alternative be selected. the
adverse impact that may be unavoidable would be continued on·site and off-site radiatic'n
exposures beyond the scheduled fuel removal date as a result of radioactive effiuents and/or

The assessment of the activities undertaken at the SNF originating sites as a consequence of
Ihe implementation of all alternatives indicates that only minor irreversible and irretrievable
commitments of resources would be required.

direct radiation.
Since the Public Services Company of Colorado has already responded to the No Action

7.1 DOE Teat and Experimental Reactors

Alternative by licensing and constructing an independent spent nuclear fuel storag: installation at
its Fort St. Vrain site. no additional consequences or additional adverse consequences would be

If the Decentralization Alternative were to be implemented. the Brookhaven National
Laboratory would expect to be required to identify some wry to store the SNF generated by the

incurred there.

Higb Flux Beam Reactor through the year 2035. Several scenarios are possible, but none nas
been decided upon at this time. One possible SNF ma.lagement scenario is to install additional
storage accommodations. Limited quantities of construc:tion materials and fuel for construction
equipment would be required if this scenario were selected.

Implementation of the No Action Alternative would not result in any irreversible and
irretrievable commitments at the los Alamos National Laboratory. Sandia National Laboratories
or Argonne National Laboratory - East.

Implementation of any of the other proposed alternatives for SNF would not result in any
additional irreversible and im::trievable commitments of resources at the DOE test and
experimental reactors.

7.2 Domestic Research Reactors
There are no substantial new irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources at the
domestic research reactors with the implementation of any of the proposed SNF alternatives for
generating and storing SNF. If, under the No Action Alternative, any NRC-licensed facility
should elect to modify its SNF storage capabilities, a site-specifIC license amendment would he
required. If the storage facilities were expanded, there would be a commitment of construction
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materials and fuel to operate construction equipment. The other DOE SNF alternatives would
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